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CREATING A MARGIN OF EXCELLENCE
------------------------------------------------------ Chair by Chair
GREAT TEACHERS ARE THE HALLMARK
of a great university. Establishing a professorship or chair
The Butler
Professorship
at the University of Maine makes great teaching possible
in Electrical
— by creating a margin of excellence. Endowed faculty
Engineering
support inspires outstanding faculty to achieve even
is one of very
few endowed
higher levels of excellence in teaching, research and
faculty positions
public service.
at the University
of Maine.
WHAT WILL BE YOUR LEGACY?

Consider creating an endowed professorship
or chair by establishing an endowment fund
in the University of Maine Foundation with
a bequest in your will. With careful planning,
gifts of appreciated stock or retirement plan
assets are also excellent ways to establish an
endowed professorship or chair.
LET US HELP YOU PLAN
YOUR LEGACY TO BENEFIT
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.

To discuss your plans, please
call Sarah McPartland-Good at
the University of Maine
Foundation today.
1-800-982-8503

JOHN FIELD, BUTLER PROFESSOR
Established by the Henry R and Grace V Butler
Professorship in Electrical Engineering

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE FOUNDATION
Since 1934
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207-772-1906 1-800-455-1906
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a one-time membership fee of $5
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the university, how come I

don't get all the alumni
publications?
Yes, we know it's a bit confusing, and for that we apologize.
Let's see if we can clear things up.
The General Alumni Association is independent and self
funded. Its dual purpose is to serve you, our alumni, and to
support the University of Maine.
To meet those goals we run a membership program and an
Annual Alumni Fund. The two programs are distinct and nec
essary, because of the restrictions of our tax laws and our notfor-profit status. But that distinction, which is clear to us, can
seem blurry to folks not involved with the GAA. Here's a simple
explanation that might help.
You become an alumni association member by sending in a
completed membership form along with your $30 nontax-de
ductible dues. That money goes to support many services like
alumni activities, advocacy work on behalf of the university,
publications, student groups, etc. With your membership dues
you get lots of benefits, including four issues of our classnotes
publication, Mainely People, and all three issues of MAINE magazine. The IRS says that payment for benefits and services can't
be tax-deductible.
A donation to the Annual Alumni Fund is tax-deductible. It
goes to support academics, athletics, and the arts at UMaine.
A donation can be designated to a certain area of the univer
sity, or undesignated, in which case it will go where the need is
greatest. With your donation you'll receive just two publica
tions— the fall and summer issues of MAINE magazine. Such
a limited token of appreciation falls within IRS guidelines.
So, a donation to the annual fund doesn't make you an
alumni association member and your membership dues don't
make you a donor to the annual fund. Of course you can be
come a member and a donor—lots of alumni do. That's the
ideal way of keeping your alumni association strong and inde
pendent, maintaining high quality at the university, and guar
anteeing that you'll receive all alumni publications.

Keep informed about
your alma mater.
Subscribe to

BOLD, OPEN OCEAN - OWLS HEAD, MAINE

UMaineWaj/
A free daily e-mail
summary of university
related news and events
from UMaine Public
Affairs.

To subscribe, send an
e-mail message to
listserv@maine.maine.edu
leaving the subject line
blank. In the body of the
message,write subscribe
umtoday. Or call Joe Carr
at 581-3571.

BODWELL
MOTORS

Imagine two acres of gently rolling lawn leading to over 150’ of
shore. With no obstructions, the views are absolutely incredible out over the boating activities on Penobscot Bay and all the way to
the Camden Hills.
At Ocean Edge, just 11 families will share a tennis court, a
substantial granite pier with ramp, deepwater float and a private
water supply. Ocean Edge offers a new private setting where each
family will build a home suited to its needs and desires protected
by covenants with privacy insured by protected open space. This
enclave of 11 parcels of land is absolutely pristine and ready for
building. Featured parcel available at just $460,000.
Call Lynne Pedersen at (617) 641-6705.

orthland

Residential
Corporation

Ford - Lincoln - Mercury
Chrysler - Plymouth - Dodge

Class of 1951 Meeting
169 Pleasant Street
Brunswick, ME 04011
207-729-3375
Bath
207-443-5533

Joan Wiswell Beach ’51 invites all interested class members to a

meeting of the 50th reunion committee to be held on August 4,
1999, at the Peter McKernan Hospitality Center in the Spring
Point Inn on the Southern Maine Technical College campus in
South Portland. The 10 a.m. business meeting will be followed

by lunch at the Inn, which is on the waterfront on the site of old
Fort Preble. Reservations may be made at the Inn for the night of
August 3 or for the dinner at DiMillo’s in Portland on the evening

Good Luck Black Bears!
Bill Bodwell '50

of August 4. For more information, call Joan at 518-783-9590 or
Frances Pratt Caswell, class correspondent, at 207-725-6084.
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Getting to the Truth About Fiber
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UMaine researcher Mary Ellen
Camire is in the forefront of defining
what fiber is.
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"It's More than a Place to Go—
it's a Place to Grow."
Peter Haynes '61 heads the Boys and
Girls Club of America into an era of
expansion and growth.

Avoiding the Spotlight
A profile of '99 nursing school graduate
Chris Irish.

14
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34

Maybe You Can Go Home Again
Doug Kneeland '53 reflects on
retiring to his native Lincoln.

A Collector's Passion
William Palmer's ('58) dazzling
collection of pre-Columbian artifacts
is on display at the Hudson Museum.

18

The Man They Still Call "Coach"
UMaine honors longtime baseball
coach, John Winkin.

19

A Miracle Start to a Perfectly
Normal Life
America's first in vitro baby, the
daughter of Judy and Roger Carr '73, is
now 17.

22
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Doug Hall '81 makes an expedition to
the North Pole to raise awareness of his
Great Aspirations Project.
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Final Thoughts
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Campus Briefs
teacher as well as her over ceived the Presidential Re
all commitment to her stu search and Creative
dents that earned her the Achievement Award.
General Alumni Associa• Keith Hutchison, associ
*
tion's Distinguished Maine ate professor of biochemis
Professor Award (DMP). try, who received the Pres
The award is presented an idential Teaching Award
nually to an outstanding
• Professor George Jacob
The enrollment picture at
UMaine professor and is son, director of the Institute
the University of Maine
sponsored by an endow for Quaternary Studies,
continues to brighten, with
ment from the Class of who received the Presiden
confirmations for fall en
1942
I tial Public Service Achieve
rollment currently running
I
Power is a professor of ment Award
21 percent ahead of last
literacy education in the i
This year's UMaine
year's pace.
college of education and 1 commencement also saw
Officials report that this
Professor Brenda Power
human development Ac several graduating stu
fall's incoming class of
cording to the DMP nomi- dents recognized for aca
first-year students is on a
I nating committee, she has , demic achievement
pace to be the largest in
Stacy Brady, a double
single-handedly "brought
nearly a decade. On this Brenda Power
more energy, more new major in education and an
date last year, 483 students is 1999
ideas, and more actualized thropology, and theater
had confirmed their enroll- '
change to the college than major Mathew Vire were
ment for the fall, with a to Distinguished
any other single individu co-valedictonans of the
tal of 1,451 first-year stu- Maine Professor
al hired in the past de- Class of 1999. Co-salutatodents eventually enrolling
I cade."
> nans were biology major
by the time school started
I
Other UMaine profes Hildy Ellis and Justin He
in late August
The class that enrolled Brenda Power likes to de sors recognized for their i bert, a chemical engineer
ing major
in September of 1998 was scribe herself as a teacher accomplishments were
23 percent larger than its with a "capital T" It was • Charles "Tom" Hess, pro
Power's effectiveness as a fessor of physics, who re
predecessor.
"If this trend continues
Hoff fulfilling
through the end of the
summer, we will move sig
his pledge to
nificantly closer to building
visit all Maine's
UMaine's overall enroll
ment to more than 11,000 I
high schools
students," says John Bea
con, UMaine's dean of en
At the end of June, UMaine
rollment management.
president Peter Hoff had
UMaine's fall 1998 en
visited 33 Maine high
rollment was 9,415 stu- |
schools this academic year,
dents, which represented
talking about the impor
an increase over the previ- i
tance of higher education
ous year and a reversal of
and the goal of making
a trend toward declining
UMaine the college of
enrollments at New En
choice
for students in the
gland colleges and univer
state
sities Approximately twoPayoff Time
In all, Hoff will have vis
thirds of UMaine students
New Hampshire Governor Jeanne Shaheen sports a UMaine
ited almost half of Maine's
are currently full-time stu hockey shirt as payment for a bet with Maine Governor
139 high schools during his
dents and nearly 80 percent Angus King (right). Shaheen lost the bet when Maine beat
first two years as president,
New Hampshire 3-2 for the national championship.
are from Maine

UMaine
enrollment
running ahead of
last year

6 Maine

fulfilling a promise made
soon after arriving at
UMaine in August 1997.
"I am thoroughly enjoy
ing my visits/'says Hoff "I
am learning a great deal
about public education in
Maine and learning about
the entire state. I'm also
making some important
connections with students,
teachers, and principals on
behalf of the university "
Last year, Hoff visited
27 high schools. This year,
his high school visits took
him from Islesboro and
Eastport to Ashland, York,
and points in between

Stanley Falkow
presented with
1999 Alumni
Career Award
Stanley Falkow '55, the
man who is known as the
father of the field of patho
genesis, was the recipient
of this year's Alumni Ca
reer Award at Reunion '99
Visibly moved by the
honor, Falkow gave thanks
to all of the University of
Maine professors who
taught and inspired him
"It all started right here,"
he said.
After graduating from
UMaine, Falkow went on
to receive his Ph.D. from
Brown University. In the
late 1960s and early 1970s,
he theorized and later
proved that the behavior of
invading bacterial infec
tions was related to an in
teraction with the genetic

1999 Alumni Career Award recipient Stanley Falkow '55
(center) with his wife, and General Alumni Association
executive director Jeff Mills '83.

structure of the host organ
isms. Falkow's research on
the principles of infection
has led to practical appli
cations, such as a new vac
cine for whooping cough.
It has also added to our
fundamental knowledge of
how cells are penetrated by
bacteria.
Falkow is a recipient of
the Becton Dickenson
Award from the American
Society for Microbiology,
the Paul Ehrlich-Ludwig
Darstaeder Prize, and most
recently the Bristol-Myers
Squibb Award for distin
guished achievement in in
fectious disease research.
At the ceremony for the
Bristol-Myers
Squibb
Award, Falkow was re
ferred to as possibly the
most influential individu
al in the entire field of mi
crobiology.
Also honored at reunion
was Emma Ray Broisman
'44. Broisman received the
Bernard Lown Alumni Hu

manitarian Award. In her
50-year career with the
United Nations, she devot
ed her life to bettering the
lives of people throughout
the world.
Former General Alumni
Association executive di
rector Max Burry '57 was
presented with the 1999
Pine Tree Emblem Service
Award
Information on all re
union award recipients will
appear in the fall issue of

UMaine
pursuing new
retirement
community plan
Following considerable
discussion on campus and
after reviewing benefits
and drawbacks, the Uni
versity of Maine has decid

ed against pursuing the
development of a retire
ment community on uni
versity-owned property.
Both UMaine president Pe
ter Hoff and Robert
Duringer, chief financial
officer, have concluded
that the project as original
ly conceptualized is not
feasible.
The university has de
cided to pursue an alterna
tive proposal that would
allow UMaine to affiliate
with an off-campus retire
ment community similar in
nature to what was origi
nally proposed for the cam
pus. Such a facility would
be located on privately
owned property in the
Orono-Old Town area and
would be developed with
out the need for university
land or resources.
UMaine's objectives for
such an affiliation would
be basically the same as
those outlined for the cam
pus-based proposal:
• the facility would attract
alumni, supporters, retired
employees, and others who
have an interest in being in
close proximity to the uni
versity. Their involvement
would diversify and enrich
the campus community.
• it would provide learning
and employment opportu
nities for university stu
dents by involving them
with the community.
• the affiliation would gen
erate additional revenue
for the university.
Private developers have
already indicated an inter
est in participating in a re
tirement community ven
ture.
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Hiding
Information

I

ture that is presented to the
viewer looks the same with
or without the embedded
data, and the file has not
increased in size. We think
of the picture as a 'vessel
image' because it contains
the additional data," says
Eason.
To accomplish this
slight of eye, Eason and
Kawaguchi look for areas
within pictures that are
more complex than others,
such as the leaves of a tree
or a heavily patterned fab
ric The computer sees such
areas as complicated sets of

Progesterone
and pregnancy
/

Computerized pictures
Where do babies come
may become a more com
from?
monly used way to trans
In a series of experi
fer sensitive information as
ments with ovarian cells
a result of research by a
and hormones, a UMaine
University of Maine pro
biologist and her col
fessor Richard Eason of the
leagues are finding new
department of electrical
answers that could shed
and computer engineering
light on some of the causes
and a Japanese colleague,
and possible treatments of
Eiji Kawaguchi of the
female infertility.
Kyushu Institute of Tech
Holly Lavoie, assistant
nology, are seeking a patent
professor in the departfor their work in the field
ment of biolog
of steganography.
ical sciences,
The term literally means
studies
the
"covered writing " Meth
complex inter
ods of hiding information
action of the
have been used for centu
hormones, ova
ries. In ancient Greece,
rian cells, and
spies hid messages on waxgenetic pro
covered boards that were
cesses that are
normally used for writing
necessary for
During World War II, Ger
successful
man scientists created
pregnancy. Her
microdots that were the
research focus
size of periods but large
es on progester
enough to contain photo
one, a hormone
UMaine professor Richard Eason
graphs or other messages
as important to
Today, computer im
pregnancy as
ages are as common as e- binary numbers, and the food to life.
mail and offer sophisti engineers have found a
"If a woman ovulates
cated opportunities for way to identify how some and the egg is fertilized by
hiding and transferring in of the numbers can be sperm, the dividing em
formation. Such images changed to accommodate bryo wants to implant into
can appear to us as famil new data.
the uterus Without proges
iar faces or attractive scen
Their work is based on terone, that won't happen
ery, but to the computer, pixels, the points of light Progesterone helps main
they are simply numbers. 1 which create images on tain the uterine lining so an
Eason and Kawaguchi computer screens. The ' embryo can implant," she
have found a way to ma color of a pixel is defined says
nipulate those numbers by binary digits, also called
After ovulation, the
without distorting the im- bits, but not all the bits for ovarian cells that nourish
ageeach pixel have equal rank
an egg early in the men
"What we're doing es Some are more important strual cycle shift into an
sentially is embedding data than others in creating the other gear to make the crit
inside a picture. The pic picture on the screen
ical hormone This process
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of change is called differen
tiation, and infertility can
occur if these cells fail to
differentiate properly
Problems in this process
are linked to at least two
forms of infertility—poly
cystic ovarian syndrome
and luteal phase defect
Scientists do not know
how many women experi
ence these conditions, but
they are related to other
types of infertility and pos
sibly to other health prob
lems.
For example, many
women with polycystic
ovarian syndrome experi
ence insulin resistance In
fact, the ovary produces an
important protein which
has already been shown by
Lavoie and many of her
colleagues to be one of the
keys to proper cell differen
tiation
"The
ovary
goes
through phases where it's
developing exponentially
Masses of cells are
I differentiating So many things in
the ovary have to happen
at the right time," says
Lavoie. "If the ability to
make progesterone is
blocked, the uterine lining
will shed The embryo will
abort This is pretty much
true in all mammals "
In addition, the pitu
itary gland plays an impor
tant role by producing hor
mones which ovarian cells
use to differentiate
Through her research,
Lavoie wants to know how
growth factors and hor
mones produced by both
the ovary and the pituitary
pave the way for the pro
duction of progesterone.

Federal awards
will help wood
composites
center
Two Federal Highway Ad
ministration
research
awards to UMaine, totaling
$1,483,000 were announced
by Senator Susan Collins
on April 23, at UMaine's
new Advanced Engineered
Wood Composites Center.
The money will be used
to continue research, con
struction, and testing of
advanced wood compos
ites for innovative bridge
construction applications.
For nearly a decade,
UMaine has been a world
leader in this research to
develop ways to strength
en wood through the appli
cation of polymer compos
ite laminates.
"We plan to use this
funding to help us stay at
the forefront of the re
search, and to start devel
oping national bridge spec
ifications for this technolo
gy," says UMaine engineer
ing professor Habib Dagher, the center's director.
"The implications for
bridge construction in the
21st century are significant.
The use of reinforced wood
composites is expected to
reduce the cost of timber
bridge construction, lessen
the impact on our environ
ment, and increase bridge
strength and safety "
The center will official
ly open in September. It is
the only one of its kind in
the world where advanced
wood composites can be

UMaine's new Advanced

developed, manufactured,
and tested, all under one
roof. It is large enough for
researchers to test build
ings up to 30 feet high un
der simulated hurricane
and earthquake conditions,
or bridges up to 100 feet
long and 50 feet wide un
der simulated traffic loads.

Student survey
both encouraging
and disturbing
Most Maine students are
optimistic, think hard work
is essential to success, and
view their parents as
strong, positive influences
in their lives, according to
preliminary results from a
University of Maine survey
of more than 20,000 sixth
through 12th graders rep
resenting 111 schools and
every county in the state.
The early data also sug
gest that students' percep
tions of their schools,
teachers, peers, and social

The early num
bers reflect na
tional educa
tional reform
challenges, but
also social con
cerns and con
sequences that
are beyond the
scope or ability
of schools and
that require
broad commu
nity, state, and
federal
re
sources and inEngineered Wood Composites Center
terventions,
experiences are less posi according to McIntire.
tive In addition, there
While the majority of
seems to be an increasing Maine students feel safe
disconnection between and supported, their re
parents and schools as stu sponses suggest that they
dents advance in grade.
are experiencing some con
Students recognize the ditions and consequences
value of education, but the stemming from an achieve
majority report being ment-driven society per
bored in school and not ceived as becoming less
seeing the relevance of civil and caring, more tol
their courses to everyday erant of disruptive and dis
life. Overall, Maine stu respectful behavior, and
dents are self-confident, less accountable for the
ambitious, and view their common good and needs
parents as good role mod of others. Boys seem partic
els. Sixty-five percent of the ularly vulnerable in most
students report living with categories examined in the
both parents, 20 percent survey.
with one parent, and 10
While 60 percent of stu
percent alternate between dents report feeling safe at
school, 41 percent say they
parents.
The students tend to be have been threatened ver
quite critical of their peers, bally or physically by oth
teachers, and schools, and er students, and 35 percent
the data reflect the disturb report that other students
ing national trend toward have said things to hurt or
lack of respect and empa insult them. Forty-six per
thy for others, says Walter cent say they often have
McIntire, director of trouble learning because of
UMaine's Center for Re the other students disrupt
search and Evaluation, ing the class, and only half
which is analyzing the sur think that teachers handle
vey, "Students Speak: My disruptive students effec
Education and My Future." tively.
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Getting
to the Truth
About Fiber
The University of
Maine's Mary Ellen

Camire is at the fore
front of a research

effort to define
exactly what fiber is,

and to come up with

more accurate

information about its
benefits in our diet.

By Nicolas Houtman
t's not one of the basic food

ed in controversy and conflicting
groups, but fiber has become
studies In recent years, doubts have
a dietary icon Magazines and
been cast on the colorectal cancer
talk show hosts extol its virtues, and
fighting benefit of fiber by three
the federal Food and Drug Admin

major
reports that concluded that a
istration recommends eating foods
high fiber diet did not lower cancer
high in fiber to reduce the risks of
rates Nevertheless, fiber's reputa
cardiovascular disease and colorec
tion still stands for other health ben
tal cancer. Nevertheless, the research
efits Researchers have demonstrat
record contains a few surprises for
ed that fiber can reduce risks of heart
consumers, says Mary Ellen Camire,
disease, hypertension, non-insuhn
associate professor in the Universi
dependent diabetes, and a bowel
ty of Maine's Department of Food
problem known as diverticulitis.
Science and Human Nutrition
New experiments by Camire and
The truth about fiber is shroud
her students are helping consumers,

I

10 Maine

food processors, and government
agencies put fiber in proper perspecti\ e "Nutrition really was born this
century People don't realize, for
example, that we discovered vita
mins during the past century We
didn't realize the role of fiber in food
until the 1960s The science is young
and still evolving," Camire says
Camire has been studying di
etary fiber since her graduate stu
dent days at Texas Women's Univer
sity in Dallas during the late 1980s
For her PhD dissertation, she stud
ied fiber in corn-based snack foods.

nal of Agricultural and Food Chemis
After coming to UMaine, she began
Hannah Osborn, a junior from
try, Camire and her UMaine col
working on new methods to analyze
Big Piney, Wyoming, and Ken Visfoods for fiber content.
leagues Jianxin Zhao '94G, Michael
cidi of West Virginia, a master's stu
P. Doherty, and professor Rodney J.
Such fundamental work is time
dent, are expanding those studies to
ly because the FDA and the food
Bushway '71 showed that these
determine if phenolics can affect car
processing industry do not have a
chemicals
also
help
bind
bohydrates and the balance between
benzo(a)pyrene, a common cancer
single, comprehensive definition for
soluble and insoluble fiber in pro
causing agent in food.
the term "fiber." "When we first
cessed foods. That's no small mat
started realizing there were health
"We're just starting to realize that
ter for the food industry, Camire
phenolics are in our foods in gram
benefits to fiber, we were measuring
notes. Some food production pro
crude fiber. We took a food, boiled
quantities daily, but we've sort of
cesses such as extrusion can tilt the
it in acid, then boiled it in alkali, and
ignored them," says Camire. "We
scales in favor of soluble com
don't need them to grow. Your hair
whatever was left, you said it was
pounds. Unlike the insoluble forms,
fiber. But our bodies don't work that
doesn't fall out if you don't have
soluble fiber may contribute to col
them. All plant foods have pheno
way. Now, we're trying to do things
orectal cancer by releasing irritating
that imitate the body. This is a big
lics and some forms are soluble. You
bile acids in the colon.
get them in fruit juice.
controversy," Camire explains.
From the industry's point of
"It just happens that the way
In laboratory studies, she focused
view, any production process which
plants grow, phenolics are entwined
on potato peels which, she demon
leads to demonstrated health bene
with fiber molecules. And now
strated, can perform like champions
fits can become a new marketing
in the colon by binding with
point as well as a health ben
potential cancer-causing
efit for consumers.
"We could be very much
compounds and escorting
After Camire's 1995 arti
them out of the body
cles
were published, industry
over- or under-estimating
As part of a group work
representatives called her fre
ing through the American
quently. Camire still gets one
people's fiber intakes. In
Association of Cereal Chem
or two calls a month from
ists (AACC), Camire helped
regard to such a fundamental food processors who want to
to develop the modern fiber
discuss ways to increase the fi
part of our diet and human
analysis methods which
ber content of their products.
have been adopted world
On the horizon for faculty
health, we have to have better and students in the depart
wide. It is a complicated,
time-consuming procedure
ment are new studies to iden
data to help consumers."
and a major step forward,
tify all of the fiber compounds
but it is still not perfect It
in breakfast cereals and deter
still leaves some compounds
mine how processing can en
unmeasured, such as indigestible
we're wondering how much of the
hance their benefits. Ultimately,
long-chain sugars which behave like
benefit of fiber is due to fiber, and
Camire would like consumers, food
fiber.
how much is due to what's connectprocessors, and government regula
Today, Camire is working with an
ed with the fiber. We're seeing more
tors to have accurate information
AACC committee to devise a single
and more work being done on the
about how much fiber and pheno
definition for fiber. Interviews are
health benefits of phenolics."
lics are in the typical American diet
being conducted with academic sci
In 1997, Camire received a
and how they behave in our bodies.
entists, industry researchers, and
$49,316 grant from the U S. Depart
"Right now," she says," the FDA
government regulators and they
ment of Agriculture to study the
doesn't have accurate fiber values
hope to complete their work by the
potential for phenolic compounds to
for a lot of foods. It's just ballpark
fall of 2001. •
prolong the shelf life of extruded
ing. We could be very much overJust as important, some of the
corn snacks and breakfast cereals. As
or under-estimating people's fiber
benefits attributed to fiber may ac
anti-oxidants, phenolics can slow
intakes. In regard to such a funda
tually be linked to associated com
the breakdown of fats and also re
mental part of our diet and human
pounds known as phenolics. In re
duce the generation of free radicals
health, we have to have better data
search published in 1995 in the Jour
which can lead to cancer.
to help consumers."
f
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Avoiding the Spotlight
*
*

1999 nursing school graduate Chris Irish is the son of one of America’s most

visible leaders, Secretary of Defense Bill Cohen. But until the end of his
senior year, almost no one at UMaine knew it.

By Margaret Nagle
On the eve of Commence
ment, Chris Irish took the
podium in Hutchins Con
cert Hall and addressed
the school of nursing pin
ning ceremony
Ironically, the speech
was the first Irish ever
made. Despite having a
father who is one of the
most visible public figures
in the world today—Sec
retary of Defense William
Cohen—Irish has avoided
the spotlight, to the point
of changing his surname
nearly six years ago He
decided to talk now about
his life because "it simply
feels OK to do so."
"When I was growing
up, I was painfully shy,"
says Irish "Cameras and
microphones created
somewhat of a phobia in
me. I avoided them Hav
ing a famous father made
me even more of an intro
vert than I might have been other
wise."
Irish, who was born in Boston,
lived in Bangor until age seven "I
always considered Maine my
home," he says. "When my Dad ran
for Congress in 1972, I didn't want
him to win because I knew that if he
did, we would have to move I start
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ed a negative campaign around Still
water Park telling my friends' par
ents not to vote for Bill Cohen."
Irish moved with his family to
northern Virginia for 19 years. "I
look back and consider it somewhat
of a loss to have not had a normal
childhood, while at the same time,

appreciating it for its ben
efits. I was able to experi
ence things that I other
wise wouldn't have had
we stayed in Maine It
gave me much more of an
appreciation for cultural
diversity While I did go
to school with kids from
all parts of the world, I
knew that much of our
country was still pretty
homogeneous, with seg
regated pockets of diver
sity But I always missed
Maine I cameI back at every opportunity
"When I was at a place
in my life where I could
finally move, I did so and
regretted not doing it ear
lier. You don't have to
leave Maine to appreciate
it, but it helps While I do
see some negative chang
es occurring in the state,
it's still the best place to
live."
Following high school gradua
tion, Irish attended a local commu
nity college He learned auto me
chanics and auto body work, and
made a career of it for a decade. "I
have always loved to tinker and
learn new skills. I liked going to the
races," says Irish "Even though Dad
was an international guy, I sought

out the normal, everyday lifestyle."
felt like I was not the private school
Irish returned to Maine in 1992.
type," he says. "The University of
He and his wife, Kerry, met in Au
Maine has some great professors
burn. When they married in 1993,
and I am proud to call it my alma
they changed their last name. "We
mater."
chose the name for a few reasons
Irish was home, not only near the
Kerry had a dream that it would be
old neighborhood, but close to some
our name We were both primarily
members of his extended family still
of Irish heritage, and it was an add
living in the Bangor area. Now his
ed bonus to be incognito," says Irish
one-year-old son, Jacob William, is
"I am proud of who I am and
growing up in the community his fa
who my father is, but being a Co
ther did.
hen in Maine is like being a Baldac
Irish also realized he was in the
ci in Maine—the first thing people
"right place" through his nursing
ask is whether I am related. Chang
coursework. "Being in clinical situ
ing our name made
ations, it's just you
it easier for people
and the patient,"
not to prejudge us or
says Irish, who has
"I am proud of
always ask. For that
been in such clini
same reason, I didn't who I am and who
cal settings as St.
tell my peers (in the
Joseph Hospital,
my father is, but
school of nursing)
Eastern
Maine
until the end of the
Medical Center,
being a Cohen in
semester. It's not
and Hospice of
that I didn't want Maine is like being
Eastern Maine.
them to know, but
"You have that
more that I felt that
a Baldacci in
connection, know
it shouldn't even be
ing you're really
Maine—the first
an issue. This isn't
helping somebody.
Washington or L.A.
A
particularly
thing people ask is wonderful
where 'who you
experi
know' is that impor
ence
was
a
well
whether I am
tant. People judge
ness clinic for se
you on the strength
related."
niors
in
the
of your character
Freese's Building
and actions."
apartments. I had
A week after they married, the
the autonomy to do what I wanted,
pair headed to Georgia, where Ker
from blood pressures to exercise
ry attended graduate school at the
programs and dealing with psycho
University of Georgia and Chris
social issues. I got to know the peo
worked as a mechanic in a car deal
ple and what they're going
ership.
through."
"I loved cars but it had gotten to
With his bachelor's degree in
the point that I needed to learn
nursing, Irish will practice in Bang
something else," says Irish. "Nurs
or's healthcare community. Eventu
ing offered an opportunity to use
ally, he will continue his education
both technical skills and the human
to be a nurse practitioner or occu
touch, which is the combination that
pational therapist.
I was looking for."
Irish was glad that his father was
In spring 1996, Irish enrolled in
among the family, friends, and wellthe school of nursing. "My brother
wishers in the pinning ceremony
and my Dad went to Bowdoin, but I
audience, but he says he would have

understood if world affairs had kept
him from making it.
"I understand that he's made a
lot of commitments to this country
and the people in it. I also admire
him for who he is, not necessarily
what he is. When he came to the pin
ning ceremony, he was there as my
father, friend, and supporter, not the
Secretary of Defense. He is a won
derful father and knows where his
job stops and his private life begins.
My father also loves and honors his
family.
"When I see him on the news, all
I can think is that I hope he's get
ting enough sleep. I hope that some
day he can slow down and have
more time to himself. He thrives on
working hard, but I don't want to
see him end up too much like his
father. He worked 20 hours a day
until the night he died mixing
dough for the next day's bread. I am
trying to learn from their experienc
es by creating more of a balance be
tween family and work."
As in his life, Irish's speech on the
eve of Commencement was his own.
But for those familiar with the depth
and humanity in the words of Sec
retary of Defense Cohen, there were
echoes.
"Since I had never given a speech
before, it was an interesting experi
ence," says Irish, who was tapped
to give the speech by a vote of his
peers. "I had fun with it, but I also
wanted to give the speech as a gift
to my classmates. It was about hold
ing the vision of the values and ide
als of nursing. Hopefully, it was
something they could take with
them.
"In the real world, I've seen what
has happened to some nurses who
appear to have lost some of the spirit
of nursing. I want to remind them
not to lose that vision of what
brought them to nursing school in
the first place."
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A Collector's Passion
By Misty Edgecomb '00

t may seem odd that a savvy businessman and voracious art
collector would commission his personal chefs to prepare Maine
lobster dinners for hundreds of college athletes he had never
met. But to the friends of the late William Palmer III '58, known
as both Mr. Maine Baseball and the patron saint of the University of
Maine's Hudson Museum, Palmer's behavior seemed perfectly natu
ral. He was a man with a broad range of interests who had no trouble
bridging the very different worlds of art and sports. He was passionate
about his interests and the people involved in them.
"He just loved the kids on the team ... he was like a father to them,"
said John Winkin, former coach for the Black Bears baseball team.
An heir to midwestern railroad money who made a comfortable in
come from his part-ownership in Bar Harbor Airlines, Palmer never
worked a steady job, never married, and had little interest spending
his money on material things.
"He dressed and acted like he didn't have a penny in the world,"
said Joe Ferris, a 1966 graduate and former Maine baseball player at a
memorial service for Palmer in 1982.
The one area where Palmer did like to spend was on his collections.
That was his passion, according to his sister Jean Messex. In fact, when
Palmer began seriously collecting the pre-Columbian art that was to
become his legacy, his mother panicked and called the bank to be sure
that her son wouldn't "go to the poor house," spending all his money
on artifacts.
Palmer amassed a staggering collection of anthropological or "prim
itive" art pieces from Northern and Western Mexico, Africa, and the
Northwest Coast of the Pacific United States and Canada, despite a
short "career" before his death at age 49
According to a family member, the collecting bug hit Palmer early.
Messex recalls a childhood matchbook collection, then a mammoth
stamp collection that required buying trips to distant locales—perhaps
inspired by the family penchant for possessions. Palmer's father lined
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the walls of the family vacation
home with rare books and a medley
of large, unset jewels, while a favor
ite uncle gathered Cleveland's most
famous collection of Impressionist
paintings.
"It was almost in his genes," Messex says.
But it was Palmer's meso-Amerlcan artifact collection that made
waves in the art world Waves that
the University of Maine anthropo
logical museum was able to ride into
existence
The Hudson Museum was, in
fact, built in 1986, specifically to
house the Palmer collection follow
ing his 1982 bequest to the universi
ty. The space in the Maine Center for
the Arts came from a gift by 1914
alumnus J. Russell Hudson in mem
ory of his wife, Caroline Doane Hud
son, for whom the museum is
named.
As Steve Whittington, director of
the Hudson Museum, gets to meet
more and more of the players in preColumbian art, he comes to a great
er appreciation of William Palmer's
significance.
Whittington notes that Palmer's
collection of about 2,000 world-class
pieces of pre-Columbian West Mex
ican art—including the Maya, Coli
ma, Narayit, Jalisco, Teotihuacan,
Tlatilco, and Huastec cultures—is
the nation's largest
And experts value the collection
for more than its size
"I am a specialist in West Mexi
can archaeology and have worked
there for 20 years To my knowledge,
the Palmer collection constitutes one
of the two best West Mexican collec
tions in the country," said Robert
Pickering of the Denver Museum of
Natural History.
Palmer stored his irreplaceable
treasures throughout his palatial
home in Falmouth Foreside, Messex
said From the attic to the basement,
closets, the guest room—every space
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became a gallery to display Palmer's
passion.
"He had racks and racks of things
golden objects stashed right along
side junk," said former Hudson Mu
seum director Richard Emerick, re
counting his first view of the Palm
er collection For years, Palmer kept
a striking Maya vase valued at
around $7,000 on his kitchen sink to
store his pencils and paper clips, he
said
"It was staggering Briefly, I had
the feeling, 'He doesn't know what
he's got here,'—but he did," Emer
ick said
Whittington hesitates to disclose
actual figures, and instead points to
a carved emerald said to be unique
in all the world An extensive study
published in Aichaeology lends cre
dence to his claim that the human
figure, a few square inches glowing
under the Hudson's display lights,
is quite literally priceless
"How do you put a price on
something like that—there's nothing
to compare it to," he said
However, the insurance \ allies
for selected pieces from the collec
tion ranged from just under $1,000
to about $3,000 in a 1998 appraisal
conducted by Dr. Robert Myron of
New York, who called the collection
"impressive."
"Pieces like this are increasingly
rare because you can no longer bring
out of Mexico these ancient pieces
those who are caught are impris
oned (under the 1983 UNESCO Con
vention on the Means of Prohibiting
and Preventing Illicit Import, Ex
ports, and Transfer of Ownership of
Cultural Property). The market is
really just about dried up," Myron
said.
The value of quality pre-Colum
bian pieces like Palmer's has explod
ed as many pristine pieces are
deemed fakes under the harsh scru
tiny of new technology, Whittington
said But since many of Palmer's

pieces were collected first hand in
the early 1960s, the dust and depos
it of eons in burial still clings to their
surfaces and fills the crevices with
indisputable evidence of their au
thenticity.
"I don't think anyone fooled
him," Emerick said
Palmer purchased awe-inspiring
pieces from New York art dealers
like Edward Merrin and Alfred
Stendahl, but he also bought the
lower-grade pottery used in daily
life—a far rarer and more \aluable
commodity to anthropologists like
Whittington
"As far as masterpieces of West
Mexican art, manv of these were not
in that category—but they do repre
sent the range The fact that these
things were never scrubbed is real
ly an important aspect of the collec
tion now," Whittington said
Scientific analysis of the dust
from these pieces may reveal a flood
of knowledge about West Mexican
cultures, the location of their origin,
their age, even what type of food
was stored in the vessels
Many of these atypical pieces
came from Palmer's Los Angeles art
dealer and longtime friend, Proctor
Stafford, who tra\ eled to Mexico
and Central America to hand carrv
artifacts to America, despite the
ever-increasing vigilance of customs
officers
"I want so much to hear and even
to see what you're about," Stafford
wrote to Palmer in a 1967 letter. "Are
you part of the jet set that flies here
and there for the hell of it7"
Stafford wrote of weekend excur
sions to Portland, with friends flown
in from New York for a weekend of
lobster and "superb hospitality "
A shy man, described as a loner
by those who knew him best, Palm
er didn't seek renown; in fact, he
never even suggested his collection
be displayed at the university
"He was so modest that he

wouldn't have wanted any bally
hoo/' Messex said. "But I'm glad."
This summer's Hudson Museum
exhibit, titled "Worldviews- Maya
Ceramics from the Palmer Collec
tion," is comprised of carved ceram
ic vases and figures—some with
strikingly bright paints still clinging
to the brittle clay and jade orna
ments, and rare pieces like a carved
stone "hacha" or ball court marker.
The eclectic mix explores an ancient
tradition as it changed over time, but
also reflects Palmer's prismatic per
sonality.
The "Worldviews" exhibit, cre
ated by Whittington and his staff in
the summer of 1995, will log nearly
as many miles as Palmer himself, be
fore coming home to rest. The exhib
it excited crowds at Keene State Col

lege and the neighboring Universi
ty of New Hampshire, and is sched
uled to appear in Oklahoma, Mary
land, and Colorado after this sum
mer's exhibit at the Hudson Muse
um
Though each transport multiplies
the risks facing the fragile artifacts,
loaning the Palmer collection to oth
er museums raises awareness about
the Hudson, and about UMaine. Ev
ery time one of these pieces is in a
traveling exhibit, people see the
name of the university, Whittington
said.
"The exhibit was seen by a cou
ple thousand people at UNH. And
500 of those were school kids who'll
be deciding where to go to college
in a few years," he said.
The museum is doubly indebted

to Palmer with its receipt of a sub
stantial National Endowment for the
Humanities grant in 1997. The funds
were awarded amid competition
from nationally recognized institu
tions, on the sole merit of the Palm
er collection as a nationally signifi
cant cultural resource.
"We're very aware of our stew
ardship of the collection," Whitting
ton said. "You have to realize it's a
resource that is not available any
where else "
The "Worldviews" exhibit will be
on display at the University of
Maine campus through August 29,
or the collection can be viewed on
the Internet, through the Hudson
Museum's homepage at http: / /
www.umaine.edu / hudsonmuseum.

Why Choose Life Care?

Because Assisted Living Is Just Part Of The Answer.
any people think making a move to an assisted living
.community is the answer to their retirement needs. But
assisted living may not be the complete solution That’s because,
by design, assisted living covers only a narrow band of needs.
If you are still independent and active, you don’t need to be
there And if you ever need skilled care, you face another move.
Although it’s a good answer for some
people, assisted living communities do not
offer the continuum of care or the
independent lifestyle provided by
Piper Shores, Maine’s first non-profit
life care retirement community
True life care living at Piper Shores
provides all the advantages of private housing

M

with high-quality services and amenities plus professional
on-site health care. All in a simple financial package in
which your entrance fee is 90% refundable to you or your
estate. No other retirement option is as comprehensive
or as financially secure.
Set on 138 beautiful acres in Scarborough,
with 800 feet of ocean frontage, Piper Shores
offers the chance to continue living an
active, independent retirement with real
peace of mind for the future. It’s one
)] I move you can make with confidence.
Let us explain all the details of
life care at Piper Shores, call today:
(207) 772-9090, toll-free 1-888-333-8711.

Oceanfront Location.
Unparalleled Peace Of Mind.
Information Center • 27 Baxter Boulevard • Portland, ME 04101 • (207) 772-9090 or (888) 333-8711
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The Man They Still Call “Coach”
*

Former baseball players return as UMaine honors John Winkin.
or more than 20 years, the
name John Winkin was syn
onymous with University of
Maine baseball. During his time as
Black Bear head coach, he compiled
642 victories and earned berths in 11
NCAA regional tournaments and six
College World Series (including four
straight from 1981 to 1984)
More importantly, his leadership
and high moral character helped
shape scores of young undergradu
ates into successful adults
Sadly, when Coach Winkin left
the University in 1996, it was not
k ■
with the best of feelings. He didn't
1______ HI
want to leave UMaine and he was
"hurt" by his dismissal.
But all that was forgotten at Mahaney Diamond on Saturday, May
15, between games of a UMaine/
Vermont doubleheader. It was a
beautiful day for baseball and a great
day for a celebration of the career of
the Northeast's premiere baseball
coach
Former colleagues, friends, and
and it's a long time in coming Con
more than 40 former players gath
gratulations "
ered on the field as Winkin's famous
Another former Black Bear pitch
number 5 uniform was retired And
er Stu Lacognata '85 told the Mahthe outpouring of emotion and ac
aney crowd that Winkin started
colades reflected the influence of the
many of his players on the road to
honoree on the world of college
successful lives.
baseball and the lives of young
"He influenced our lives incredi
UMaine athletes
bly," Lacognata said "We all go out
"We all called him 'Coach,'" said
into the real world after having
Maine All-American and retired
played ball up here for four years
major leaguer Bill Swift '84 Swift
Having played in a successful base
traveled from his home in Arizona
ball
program, it gives us the confi
to attend the ceremony
dence to go out into the real world
"He touched my life and I think
and know we can succeed "
he touched most of these guys, as
As part of the ceremony, Dave
you can tell from their appearance
Kelitz of the American Baseball
here today. We want to thank you for
Coaches Association presented
what you did for us. It's a great day,
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Winkin with a lifetime achievement
award.
"He is an individual who took a
baseball program and conducted it
in a way that represents everything
that is good and right in college ath
letics," he said
Winkin concluded the event with
a moving speech in which he gave
thanks to all his former players and
all those who were in any way part
of UMaine's program
"To the great young men who put
on a University of Maine baseball
uniform and represented you, the
university, the State of Maine, with
great distinction, that did it with
class, on the field, off the field That
played the game with such respect,
and performed amazing feats of
overachievement in getting there—
getting to the accomplishments that
we're recognizing today.
"It was my greatest professional
experience to be the coach of these
great young men .And they have a
special place in my heart
"And to all of vou who came here
and had the great crowds You know
what I'm talking about To all of you
that followed us When we went
somewhere .you just had the feeling
that the whole state was behind all
these young guys. And let me tell
you, it's indescribable how much
that meant to our players and to me
as a coach ..
"And finally, just to wear the
University of Maine uniform, and to
be coach of that team, is the greatest
thing that ever happened to me "
Wearing that uniform was also
one of the greatest things that ever
happened to Maine baseball
Thanks, Coach

A Miracle Start to
a Perfectly Normal Life
Seventeen years ago, University of Maine alums Judy and Roger

Carr '73 became the proud parents of America's first in vitro baby.
in case, the one that talked
about "a disappointing day."
Since that day, Elizabeth
Carr has done anything but
disappoint. She is an almost
abnormally normal kid:
good grades (except for
math), a peer leader, natural
athlete, devoted daughter.
It is as if someone sprin
kled fairy dust into that petri dish, along with Judy
Carr's egg and Roger Carr's
sperm. Or, as Jones, now 88
years old, says of his star pa
tient: "I would think central
casting couldn't have done
any better."

By Bella English
eople constantly
ask Elizabeth Carr
whether she wants
to be a doctor when
she grows up It's an obvi
ous question for America's
first "test-tube baby"—after
all, medical science brought
her into the world
But there's one problem.
Elizabeth is, in her words,
awful at math Science isn't
her thing, either "I wouldn't
make it through medical
school," declares Elizabeth,
who recently turned 17, has
her driver's license, and is
looking at colleges
What does interest her is
broadcast journalism She
should have one heck of a re
sume, having endured
countless interviews and sat
before many a television
camera, starting when she
was just a fetus.
But not just any fetus: When she
made her entrance into the world,
on December 28,1981, it was stand
ing room only in the stuffy hospital
room, the thermostat cranked up to
94 degrees to accommodate this spe
cial delivery. A team of doctors, nurs
es,, and medical students had
crammed into the small space. The
clinic secretaries showed up. A
"Nova" camera crew was on hand
to record history. Outside, TV trucks
lined the curbs. Even the National
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Boston Globe photo by

Enquirer sent a dozen red roses, in
hopes of snagging the first print in
terview. (It didn't work.)
Within minutes of the delivery, at
7.46 a m., Dr. Howard Jones held a
jubilant press conference at the East
ern Virginia Medical School at Nor
folk General Hospital, where Eliza
beth was born "We are delighted to
announce the arrival of Elizabeth
Jordan Carr," he said. "She is a nor
mal, healthy baby, 5 pounds 12 ounc
es." He had quietly torn up the oth
er press release he had prepared just

parents' trials

When Judy Dalton met Rog
er Carr at the University of
Maine at Orono, it was an in
stant take. He was two years
older, a quiet young man, so
Tom Herde
much more mature than the
showoff jocks who hung out in loud
groups. She was a buoyant freshman
whose playful personality comple
mented Carr's serious side. They
were married upon his graduation;
she completed her degree, then they
started on the big family they just
assumed would follow.
But it wasn't to be. Three ectopic
pregnancies later, Judy's scarred fal
lopian tubes were removed. The
Story reprinted courtesy of the
Boston Globe.
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Carrs, who come from large, close
families, were devastated. "We both
loved children and couldn't imagine
going though life without them,"
says Judy. When her doctor men
tioned that he'd just attended a sem
inar about a small, cutting-edge fer
tility clinic in Virginia, the couple
jumped at the chance.

The Journey Begins
Despite the acclaimed medical facil
ities in Boston, m vitro fertilization—
the egg and sperm are fertilized in a
dish and then transferred to the
woman's uterus—was illegal in
Massachusetts at the time. Conser
vative forces were vociferous in their
opposition to "tampering with
God's work." Judy, a fifth-grade
teacher in Fitchburg, and Roger, a
young engineer, boarded a plane for
Norfolk to begin the journey that
would lead them to Elizabeth.
The procedure was new in this
country—the world's first test-tube
baby, Louise Brown of England, had
been born three years earlier—and
the stakes were high The lone egg
that was harvested from Judy was
sent to the petri dish Miraculously,
Judy's pregnancy test came back
positive. Then the long wait began.
December 28,1981, was cold, fog
gy, and rainy in Norfolk, the perfect
kind of day to stay inside, lie back,
get waited on—and make history.
Judy's family came down from
Maine, Roger's from Delaware, to
await the blessed event.
It wasn't your mother's delivery
It was more like a military operation.
The entire wing of the hospital was
sealed off. Relatives needed special
photo IDs to enter the sacred
ground While protesters picketed
outside, Elizabeth Carr, blue eyes
and a full head of dark hair, made
her wailing way into the world, de
livered by a planned cesarean sec
tion. Tears, sighs of relief, cheers, and
applause greeted her, as if she were
some kind of princess.
"Mommy and Daddy, where do
babies come from?" The Carrs had
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been expecting that question from
their precocious daughter, and when
it came they were ready. There was
none of this cabbage patch and stork
nonsense There was, instead, a tape
of a "Nova" documentary popped
into the VCR
"When she was two or three, she
didn't understand much about it,"
says Judy. But when the question
came again, in the second grade, she
and Roger took Elizabeth to see Dr.
Jones, who watched the "Nova" pro
gram with her, explaining each step
in seven-year-old terms. Her parents
cushioned the clinical words with
their own thoughts. "I told her that
Mommy and Daddy still used all of
our own parts but we needed very
special doctors to put it together,"
says Judy Carr.
In the fifth grade, Elizabeth's
teacher gave the girls a "facts of life"
lecture about how babies are made
Elizabeth raised her hand and said,
"It's not always like that." She pro
ceeded to explain how she came into
the world. ("I wasn't a test-tube
baby," she notes. "I was a petri-dish
baby.")
The Carrs have always been open
with their daughter about her gene
sis. "There has never been any se
crecy or embarrassment about it,
ever," says Judy In fact, hanging
prominently in the living room is a
framed Life magazine cover with a
picture of Elizabeth, eight months
old, sitting in the lab where she was
conceived.
Exhibit A herself is sitting crosslegged on a chair in the red colonial
in this small Central Massachusetts
town, a home her parents purchased
shortly before she was born. It's late
December, and this is her time of
year Four days after Christmas, one
day after her birthday. On her fin
ger is a sapphire ring from her par
ents. Last night, her boyfriend had
taken her to dinner and the movie
Patch Adams.
Jones has called, as he does ev
ery year on her birthday, to check on
his "favorite teenager."
His favorite teenager giggles.

"He's trying to get me to go to Am
herst (College), where he went to
school," she says.
Over the years, she has fielded a
lot of dumb questions, and her poise
is striking. "Do you feel different?"
reporters always ask, and it always
amuses and exasperates her
Well, does she? "I never know
what to say. I don't have antennae
growing out of my head or thorns
growing out of my hands. I'm just a
normal, everyday, average child.
The only time I really think about it
is when we go to Virginia for the re
unions. There are thousands of
(high-tech) babies, and I'm the old
est I get to hold the babies on my
lap." Even Jones has lost count: he
thinks that about 2,500 high-tech
babies have been born at the clinic,
which was recently renamed after
him and his wife, Georgeanne, 86.
But he will never forget his first
big success. "I feel paternal toward
Elizabeth, in a way," he says. "The
two of us represent something very
special "

Leading her

peers

A junior at Oakmont Regional High
School in Ashburnham, Elizabeth
was chosen last year to be a peer
leader, an upperclassman who edu
cates other youth about sex, drugs,
and peer pressure. "We try not to be
too preachy," says Elizabeth, who
takes her job seriously and has
strong views. On drugs- "Stay away
from them." Drinking? "It can mess
up a lot more than you think." Sex?
"Don't go any further than you have
to." Her mother winces slightly
"You should wait," Elizabeth adds.
"If you're going to do it, you should
do it safely "
Last year, when she was cocap
tain of the field hockey team, Eliza
beth and some players drank from a
water bottle supplied by a teammate
during a game. To their surprise, it
wasn't water at all, but vodka and
orange juice. Elizabeth was furious.
She went home and asked her moth
er what she should do.
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Giving a Name to Alumni House
Dr. Robert D. Buchanan '44 gives $1 million naming gift for the

new "Front Door" to the University of Maine.

Dr. Robert D. Buchanan with his wife Pearlee at Reunion '99.

University of Maine alumnus who

A

graduated in 1944 has given his alma
mater a $1 million gift to support its new
Alumni House. Dr. Robert D. Buchanan
'44, a retired dentist who grew up in Caribou, Maine,
and now lives in Whittier, California, made the gift
recently at a General Alumni Association reception. In
recognition of his generosity, the University will name
its new College Avenue facility the "Dr. Robert D.
Buchanan '44 Alumni House."
"Dr. Buchanan's gift provides the momentum we
need as we begin the final phase of the Alumni House
campaign," notes Jeffery N. Mills '83, president of the
University of Maine General Alumni Association.
"The first member of his family to graduate from
college, Robert D. Buchanan went on to achieve great
success. He is now giving back to his alma mater."
"We are very grateful to Dr. Buchanan for both his

generosity and his vision in making this gift," adds
Amos E. Orcutt '64, president of the University of
Maine Foundation. "Perhaps more than any other
building on campus, Alumni House will see the
University into the 21st century. His gift will allow us
to tangibly illustrate UMaine's excellence to genera
tions of current and future graduates."
Alumni House is a joint project of the Alumni
Association and the Foundation, the University's two
independent advocates. Over 12,000 UMaine alumni
and friends have contributed to the project. Dr.
Buchanan's gift brings the capital campaign total to
over $5.2 million.
Dr. Buchanan and his wife Pearlee were honored at
a special Reunion '99 reception and banquet at Wells
Commons May 29th. Over 400 UMaine alumni and
friends attended.

Alumni House Campaign

The MAINE Family Room will be the heart of the Buchanan Alumni House

Remaining Naming Gift Opportunities for Alumni House
Leadership Hall

Leadership Hall will be among Buchanan Alumni
House's most visible and inspiring of public spaces,
showcasing the achievements of our great University
and profiling the accomplishments of our most
prominent and distinguished alumni.

MAINE Family Room
The MAINE Family Room will be the heart of
Buchanan Alumni House and offer a warm and
intimate setting for informal gatherings of alumni and
friends. Furnished with comfortable couches and
chairs, the Family Room will be a welcoming and
convivial "place to call home." James McBrady '50 has
named the furnishings for this room in honor of the
McBrady children.
Library/Museum

The Library/Museum will house the Alumni
Association's extensive collection of memorabilia and

archival material celebrating the life of the University.
Yearbooks dating from 1895, steins from around the
world, sports memorabilia, works by Maine authors,
journalists, artists and poets, and more will be show
cased in the Library/Museum.
Gifts and Pledges to "A Place to Call Home: MAINE'S
Alumni House Campaign" can be fulfilled over a three
to five year pledge period. Gifts to Buchanan Alumni
House may be made in one's own name, in honor of a
friend or family member, or as a memorial to a loved
one.

Naming Gifts are available from $500,000 to $5,000 and
will be recognized in perpetuity within Buchanan
Alumni House. Gifts designated to a specific room will
be permanently associated with that room. For a gift of
$5,000, a leaf on the MAINE Family Tree can be
inscribed in honor of, or in memory of individual
graduates or alumni families.

Alumni and friends are invited to visit the new Buchanan Alumni House web site at
www.umaine.edu/alumni. The web site now offers a virtual tour of the new Buchanan
Alumni House, hosted by UMaine's First Lady, Dianne L. Hoff.

Alumni House Campaign

"Alumni House Isn't Good, It's Great!"
Dr. Robert D. Buchanan '44 addresses grateful alumni at Reunion '99
The following remarks were made by Dr. Buchanan on
May 29 at Reunion '99.

j
"I feel very fortunate that Pearlee and I are in the
position we are in, that we are able to donate to
the University. Dr. Dianne Hoff, Dr. Mills, and
Elizabeth McKee presented us several proposals.
We talked about it, and we figured, where is a
better place to spend $1 million than giving it to
the University of Maine. It was a lot better than
giving it to Uncle Sam!"
"I'm a firm believer in sharing. I think sharing
is good—but Alumni House isn't good—it's great!
I implore as many people who can to donate or
pledge something to this project. I ask all alumni
to look back at what their education from the
University of Maine has given to them and
encourage them to stand up and be counted for
the new Alumni House."

Dr Robert D. Buchanan, Class of '44

Thank You!
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To date, over 12,000 UMaine
alumni have given to the
Buchanan Alumni House Cam
paign. We thank all Alumni House
donors for their extraordinary
generosity and look forward to
your continued support of this
project. Groundbreaking ceremo
nies for the University's new
Buchanan Alumni House are
planned for Reunion 2000. We
hope you'll plan to be there!
For more information, please
contact the Buchanan Alumni
House Campaign Office at 207942-9008 or e-mail:
Jcolll2788@aol.com.

Alumni House Campaign

The Bangor Daily News
on Alumni House
The following editorial appeared on January 24, 1999:

A

building, the planned University of Maine alumni house is somewhat in

the small potatoes category. It's the idea and the support behind the project
that makes it much more than two stories of brick and glass.

The idea is that the university has something to sell but needs to spruce up its

physical appearance to increase its appeal to potential students, faculty, and donors.
A new "front door," an attractive gathering place at the campus' somewhat shabby

main entrance, is a good place to start. It is highly encouraging that the university

recognizes the need to break a sweat in the highly competitive world of academics
and research.

As for the support, more than 12,000 UMaine graduates have contributed more

than $4 million to the building fund in just two years, making it the most broadly

based capital campaign in the university's 133-year history. Given the number of
dunning letters alumni receive from alma maters, the response given this one is tell
ing. It's also worth noting that the single largest donation came from MBNA. The

bank has a solid reputation here and elsewhere as being a generous supporter of

good causes, but not of being a sucker for pointless enterprises.

The timing could not be better—or more crucial. After several years of decline,

UMaine gradually is rebuilding its enrollment, but still has plenty of room. The im
portance, the necessity, of post-secondary education in the workplace is growing and

Maine is in the unusual position of having exceptionally well-educated high school
graduates but also of having a low college-attainment rate. There are tens of thou

sands of working Maine adults who will, in the years to come, head back to school.
Universities in neighboring states, Massachusetts and Connecticut in particular, are
at or near capacity. At the same time, a sharp drop in secondary enrollment is mov
ing up through the grades and will hit college age in 2007. Nontraditional students,

out-of-state students, and Maine students who might be inclined to go out of state

can more than make up for this population anomaly, but UMaine has to make the
sales pitch.

The alumni house campaign still needs to raise another $1 million to get construc

tion under way and to establish an endowment for operations and maintenance.
More than 12,000 UMaine grads have sung the praises of the old school by writing a

check. Those who have not should join the chorus.

f

"I knew the fallout
was going to be big/'
says her mother. "I told
her to do what she
thought was right. It
wasn't a decision I could
have made myself."
Elizabeth went to the
dean of students and told
the story. The entire
team, including Eliza
beth, was suspended
from playing for two
vyeeks. "I knew I was do
ing the right thing," she
says today "That girl
showed no remorse." She
adds, "Some people got
mad at me, but not my
real friends." Eventually,
a letter of commendation
showed up in Elizabeth's
student folder.

The

path ahead

Thoughts these days are
turning toward college,
and during February va
cation, Elizabeth and her
parents will do the col
lege-tour thing. She wants to attend
a small liberal-arts school in the
Northeast. She's been named to
Who's Who Among American High
School Students; she's involved in the
drama club, the high school chorus,
and the select choir; takes swing
dance lessons; and is an avid rock
climber. For the past couple of sum
mers, she has worked in Bangor at a
YWCA camp for children with be
havioral and medical problems.
Sometimes after school, she helps
out at the preschool her mother
owns in town.
"I'm not spoiled," she declares. "I
don't get everything I want."
Adds Judy, pointedly: "She
doesn't have her own car."
The Carrs have always made it
apparent to Elizabeth that she isn't
special because she was the coun
try's first test-tube baby. She's spe
cial because she's herself, Elizabeth
Carr.

child," says Elizabeth, as
if she is speaking of
someone else. "They
spent a lot of time and a
lot of money. It was a
huge commitment. I
don't understand why
it's so controversial."
Adds her mother,
laughing, "It's really like
bypass surgery." She so
bers. "I think it's sad
when parents have to
hide something like that
in order to practice their
■L
religion. They're sup
^7 M
posed to go forth and
procreate, and that's
what they're doing."
Since Elizabeth's birth,
of course, reproductive
technology has become
increasingly sophisticat
ed, with surrogate moth
ers, donor eggs and
sperm, and frozen em
bryos and octuplets. The
Carrs wonder where it
Boston Globe photo by Tom Herde
will all end. "It's a per
sonal decision," says
Roger, "but sooner or lat
"They've always told me that the
er, society is going to have to draw a
special ones are the doctors who
line in the sand. I don't know at what
helped me be born," Elizabeth says.
point I'd say it was going too far."
"I have a whole second family, a
His daughter interrupts. "Re
whole second set of grandparents,
member when I was 10 and Jay Leno
the Joneses."
made a joke? He said, 'America's
Though Judy was only 28 when
first test-tube baby is one-quarter of
her baby was born, she opted not to
an inch wide and 3 inches tall,'
push her luck a second time. "I'd
which are the dimensions of a test
had enough doctors, enough sur
tube. I laughed and said a test tube
gery, enough close calls," she says.
wasn't even used."
"We had this wondrous gift and I
When the time comes, Elizabeth
didn't want to rock the boat."
Carr would love to have a baby of
Roger Carr, an unassuming man
her own. She hopes she doesn't have
whose vivacious daughter is the
to go the high-tech route, but "it
image of him, smiles. "I keep telling
worked for my parents, I don't see
Judy it's not too late." Judy Carr, 45,
why it wouldn't work for me." Truth
rolls her eyes. "That's not funny."
to tell, though, she shudders at the
The Carrs, all three of them, are
thought of the headline: "First test
at a loss to explain the ongoing vo
tube baby has test-tube baby."
cal opposition and the pope's peri
"I really would like to have things
odic edicts against in vitro fertiliza
a little more normal than that," says
tion. "I don't like it when people say
this normal teenager from Westmin
you're playing God. My parents
ster, Massachusetts.
worked so hard to try to have this
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Doug Hall '81 heads a North Pole

expedition to raise money and

awareness for his UMaine-connected
Great Aspirations project.
By Jim Frick
he North Pole It seems
creative juices flowing.
like a fitting place for the
Actually, the Arctic expedition
man who used to call
was not as rash as it seems. It was
himself "King of the
something Hall had been thinking
about
Elves " And what better way of
pro for two years As he ap
moting a goal of inspiring kids to
proached his 40th birthday, he was
looking for a personal challenge. As
ward achievement than a dog sled
expedition to the mythical home of
a keen marketer, he saw the expe
Santa.
dition as an ideal opportunity to
No, Doug Hall '81 didn't encoun
promote Great Aspirations, the
ter Old Saint Nick But, he had him
nonprofit organization he founded
after being intrigued and inspired
self an incredible adventure he won't
ever forget He was challenged both
by UMaine professor Russ Quaphysically and mentally, and the ex
glia's National Center for Student
perience changed his outlook on life
Aspirations Great Aspirations is
More importantly, he reached hun
dedicated to giving parents ideas to
dreds of thousands of kids with a
help inspire their kids
message about achieving their goals,
To be successful in a North Pole
even in the face of adversity
expedition, Hall knew he needed a
It may seem like a rash idea, an
leader with experience, so he
out-of-shape guy with no wilderness
hooked up with world-famous Arc
experience taking on the North Pole
tic adventurer Paul Schurke (star of
for his favorite cause. But then no one
several National Geographic televi
ever accused Doug Hall of timidity.
sion specials) to start planning and
After all, he is an inventor—a man
putting together a team. He also
who has made his fortune putting
started getting into shape. In typi
forth bold new ideas for corporate
cal Doug Hall fashion, he went
America. As founder of Richard
about it with commitment and zeal.
Saunders International, he has the
"At the start of planning the ex
chutzpah to bring big-time CEOs to
pedition, I was 50 pounds over
his Eureka Ranch and have them
weight," Hall admits. "I weighed
play with toys in order to get their
205 pounds and had a waist of over

T
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41 inches I had been referred to as
'cherub-like.' Now I knew that to be
successful on a trek like this—mov
ing eight to 12 hours per day in sub
zero conditions—you had to be in
phenomenal shape I started work
ing out one to two hours per day.
Before we left for the Pole, I was
down to 170 pounds and had com
pleted a mini-triathlon "
Finally in mid-April, the training

and planning were over, and it was
time for the real thing. The team was
flown to the 88th parallel, about 130
miles from the Pole. However, in
Arctic travel you lose about four
miles a day because of ice shifts and
zigzags to avoid open water, so the
actual distance the team had to cov
er was over 200 miles.
Adding to the challenge was the
fact that the Great Aspirations team

was doing the trip by dog sled and
cross country skis—the way Admi
ral Peary first did it, 90 years ago.
"Only 34 people, including Peary
and his team, have made it to the
North Pole using dog sleds," Hall
says "And now I know why."
For Hall, there were other inter
esting connections with the great
American explorer. Peary's mother
grew up in Fryeburg, Maine—the

same town that Hall's grandparents
are from. And both Peary and Hall
came up with inventions to make
their respective, grueling expedi
tions a bit easier.
"On his last trip to the Pole, Peary
invented a new stove which could
melt ice faster. That was critical be
cause on a North Pole trek you have
to make all your own water. On my
trip I invented a pan, which had the
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bottom pushed up to a specific
height so it increased circulation. I
put some of the chemical engineer
ing I learned at UMaine to good use.
It melted water twice as fast as the
flat bottom pan, saving us some five
gallons of fuel in reserve. And fuel
is liquid gold up there, because
without fuel you have no water, and
you're done."
When the plane dropped the
team off at the 88th parallel, Hall
and some of his less experienced
teammates looked out at the vast
frozen wilderness, felt the severe
cold, and asked, "What are we do
ing here7 Are we out of our minds?"
"The first two or three days, for
me, were difficult—trying to accli
mate," Hall says. "Early on, I was
pouring white gas into the stove (he
was one of the cooks for the team)
and I spilled some on my hand and
got instant frostbite because it was
20 degrees below zero."
But after about three or four days
of transition, Hall says he calmed
down and could really look out and
appreciate this strange new world.
"It's truly an incredible place to
be—like being on another planet,"
he notes. "Probably the closest thing
to it would be if you're in the mid
dle of the ocean on an inner tube.
That's the feeling, because in all di
rections you can't see anything, and
you're this tiny speck on these sev
en million square miles of ice."
But neither Hall nor the members
of his team could afford to spend a
lot of time in awe of the frozen sea
scape. They were in a place that,
even in spring, is unforgiving if you
are careless or lose focus. The tem
peratures were regularly 15 to 20
below zero, with wind chills up to
70 below zero. And along the way,
they ran into an unexpected bliz
zard.
Even in the most severe of con
ditions, the Great Aspirations team
had to keep moving. You can't hesi
tate if you want to conquer the
North Pole. If you do, the ice moves,
and you lose precious miles
"That storm was brutal," Hall
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“This is a place that has
beauty beyond belief,
with ice

sculptures and the
vastness of it all. But, in
contrast to that, it is also

brutally cold and

unforgiving.”

says. "Never in my life have I done
anything as tough as traveling
through that whiteout. We did nav
igation by pam-where your face
hurt the most, that was the direc
tion we wanted to go because it was
a north wind. You could literally see
four feet in front of you. When you
get that wind and snow blowing in
your face at the equivalent of 60 be
low zero, it's like an instant freez
ing, and all you're doing is trying to
cover your face. You're trying to
breathe through gaiters and those
are freezing and you've got two
inches of ice on your nose "
Some members of the team be
came victims of the harsh condi
tions
"One of the guys got real bad
from the cold and went into a funk,"

Hall says "His toes and fingers got
badly frosted and at one point he
went into hypothermia. He was de
lusional, lying across a sled. It was
quite a challenge, because death was
imminent We had to shake him and
keep him going "
In the Arctic, you can't stop mov
ing for very long It's too cold, and
there is nowhere to get shelter Even
if you call for help, it could be three
or four days before it gets to you.
You stop, you die. It's that sim
ple.
"The mind is a real challenge,"
Hall says. "If you get into a mental
funk it can get bad real quick If you
start thinking negative or think that
you can't keep going, then you're in
trouble. You have to have total faith
in yourself, your gear, your team
mates, and the dogs. If you lose that
faith, it's over I caught myself drift
ing into that state a couple of times
and was able to pull myself out."
That mental toughness also
helped him get through a couple of
pretty dangerous situations
On the day of the blizzard, Hall
hurt his knee pretty badly "playing
Arctic cowboy" in the front of one
of the sleds He was on his hands
and knees trying to help find the
trail.
And there was the day that Hall
plunged into the open Arctic water
and then had to ski for miles to keep
his body temperature up and avoid
freezing to death
"I was colder than I'd ever been
in my life," Hall said "And I skied
faster than I ever skied in my life too,
I'll tell you that."
When they finally reached the
North Pole, Hall knew all the hard
ships and effort were worth it
"I sprinted the last four miles,"
he says. "And when I stood on that
spot, I realized I was literally on the
top of the Earth—there was no long
er any east or west It was all pretty
magical This is a place that has
beauty beyond belief, with ice sculp
tures and the vastness of it all But,
in contrast to that, it is also brutally
cold and unforgiving To stand

there, after having gone
through this vigorous
challenge—well,
it's
something I'll turn to for
the rest of my life for
strength and perspective.
As you stand at the North
Pole, you get a sense of
how small we really are on
this planet. You also get a
better sense of what real
ly matters in life."
When Admiral Peary
reached the North Pole,
news of his conquest took
years to filter back to civi
lization. News of the Great
Aspirations Expedition
reached the folks back
home instantaneously
through modern telecom
munications.
On the day he reached
the Pole, Hall conducted
interviews with radio stations via
iridium satellite phone. National
Public Radio, which had been cov
ering the progress of the expedition,
even had a reporter fly to the Pole
to conduct an on-the-scene inter
view with Hall and company for a
"Morning Edition" broadcast. And
some 350 newspapers around the
world ran feature stories about the
expedition
Hall and his companions would
have received much wider coverage
if their adventure had not coincid
ed with the great April tragedy at
Columbine High School in Colo
rado. As we all know, that unfortu
nate incident totally dominated all
the media for over a week.
"We had a lot of media coverage
lined up, including a live spot on
"Good Morning America," but then
Colorado happened, followed by
the Oklahoma tornadoes," Hall ex
plains. "Those events blew out all
other news."
But although Hall didn't get all
the media coverage he had hoped
for, he did achieve his goal of reach
ing a very large portion of Ameri
ca's kids Students in some 25,000
schools also followed the trip

through connections to the Great
Aspiration web site in partnership
with Adventure Online
"We asked kids to send us their
goals, dreams, and aspirations,"
Hall said. "Those were burned onto
a CD-ROM, which I buried at the
North Pole."
During the 16-day journey, the
Great Aspirations Expedition web
site (www.aspirations.com) was re
ceiving 100,000 plus hits a day.
Weeks after the team's return, they
were still receiving 30,000 to 40,000
hits per day.
Hall also did a live telephone in
terview from the North Pole with
800 kids from Mercer Elementary
School in suburban Cincinnati (his
three children attend the school).
The young students were enrap
tured by Hall's recounting of the
adventure and his descriptions of
standing at the Pole.
"I'll never forget it as long as I
live," Mercer principal Gary
Browning told an Associated Press
reporter. "You could hear a pin
drop—800 kids and you could hear
a pin drop."
Hall also got parents involved.

"Every day of the ex
pedition we had a 15minute activity for par
ents to do with their
kids," he said. And peo
ple really got into it. It was
like an old-time radio se
rial. They could follow the
drama of the trip and be
involved with their kids."
Although inspiring
kids and parents was
Hall's primary goal, he
also used his connections
to raise $1 million dollars
for his Great Aspirations
project from major corpo
rations, perhaps the most
prominent of which was
the cartoon character Ziggy. Hall actually carried a
stuffed Ziggy in his sled.
It became the first cartoon
character to make it to the
Pole.
Hall also made sure that the Uni
versity of Maine was listed among
the sponsors and he displayed a
UMaine/Great Aspirations banner
at the Pole.
Hall likes to point out that 100
percent of the money that was raised
went to charity. All the members of
the Great Aspirations team, includ
ing Doug Hall, covered their own
expenses.
And as he once again enjoys the
warmth and civilized comforts of his
suburban Cincinnati ranch, Hall
says that he has rearranged his life
priorities since the North Pole expe
rience.
"I love the whole business side
of things," Hall says. "But now fam
ily, friends, and charities have be
come even more important to me.
And now I have even less patience
with any kind of bureaucracy. We
have a tendency to make so much
out of things—to make things so dif
ficult. Now I want to keep things
simple. Fewer meetings, less whin
ing. I have definitely become less
tolerant of whining since this expe
rience. The North Pole is no place
for whiners."
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“It’s More Than a Place to
Go—It’s a Place to Grow”
UMaine alumnus Peter Haynes '61 is the recently elected president
of the Boys and Girls Clubs of America. For 12 years he's given his

time and energy to the organization because he sees it making a

positive impact on kids' lives.

By Dan Warren '79
Photograph by Nicholas W. Leadley

alk with Peter Haynes '61
stroyed, but he does not ultimately
about why he has decid
deliver an answer that satisfies
ed to spend the next two
By all accounts, including his
years as national presi
own, Peter Haynes has had a good,
dent of the Boys and Girls Clubs
of fulfilling life. Engineering
stable,
America, and you might be remind
physics degree from UMaine, then
ed of an opening scene in the 1970s
on to Cornell for an MBA. A success
movie Deliverance.
ful career with Bell Systems and
In that scene, a character played
New England Telephone, ending up
by Burt Reynolds is talking with a
as vice president of marketing for
character played by Ned Beatty
NET at one point
while the two are paddling separate
Personally, his biographical
canoes down a river that is soon to
sketch is also not the typical profile
be dammed to make electricity. Rey
of someone who would be commit
nolds is curious why Beatty wants
ted with zeal to the Boys and Girls
to take this seemingly dangerous
Club. He grew up in Ellsworth, and
whitewater canoe trip
then moved to Guilford around the
"You have it all," he says to Be
time he entered high school. His fa
atty. "Nice wife, nice kids, nice
ther was a town manager, and the
house, good job in insurance What
nuclear family was intact He was
in the world are you doing here?"
close to his siblings.
Beatty gropes. He hints at a yearn
As he enters his period of "retire
ing to see nature before it is dement" from Consumers Water Com
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pany as CEO, it seems a fair ques
tion to ask "Given the choice between a round of golf every day fol
lowed by drinks on the patio at five,
and flying across the country, and
spending hours on conference calls
with Boys and Girls Club executives
throughout the United States, why
choose the latter7"
Similar to that opening scene
from Deliverance, the question ap
pears easier to ask than to answer
"Eleven or 12 years ago, some
body came up to my boss in New
York, and asked him if he would like
to serve on the national board of the
Boys Club and Girls Club," Haynes
recalls "He said, 'Gee, I haven't got
the time, but I know a guy who does
have the time.' He pointed at me to
join the board.
"It didn't take more than six
months for me to realize this was a
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very important organization."
Haynes says it is the nationwide
benefits of the Boys and Girls Clubs
that caused him to become so in
volved and eventually agree to be
president. But there is also some
thing more personal The clubs pro
vide important guidance and role
models for young people, some
thing he was fortunate enough to
have when he was a kid
"When I am asked about person
al role models in my life, aside from
my parents, there is an easy an
swer—Ed Hackett," Haynes says.
"Ed was UMaine Class of 1952. He
was the principal of my high school
in Guilford—Piscataquis Communi
ty High School.
"Ed was a proponent of what we
might today call 'tough love.' He
held people accountable for what
they did. He had ways of getting

your attention, and some of the
ways might not see wide use today!
Ed had a nice combination of being
able to identify with students while
at the same time letting them know
he was going to hold them account
able for their actions."
In a conversation about the na
tional Boys and Girls Clubs, Haynes
continually steers the discussion
away from himself In his current
role as national president, he fre
quently serves as an after-lunch or
after-dinner speaker, and it shows.
He is a combination of General Colin
Powell with the power of "we can
change people's lives" approach,
and H. Ross Perot with anecdotes
and pie charts.
"We have clubs all over the coun
try for kids ages six through 17, but
some of our greatest clubs, of course,
are in the tougher areas of the coun

try," he says in a direct style. "I love
to tell the story about the club in the
middle of south central Los Ange
les. When they had the big riots af
ter the Watts incident, the crowds
torched all kinds of buildings. But
the Boys Club? It never got touched.
Even the gangs realized the Boys
Clubs (now the Boys and Girls
Clubs) are helping kids."
Haynes moves on like a Maine
logging truck going down a narrow
hilly road when the questioner asks
if there are other success stories that
justify his commitment to the na
tional group, and justify the group's
large national budget. He has a love
for "success stories" of his product
like the marketing executive that he
was.
"There was a small Native Amer
ican community near Anchorage,
Alaska," he recalls. "That commu-
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jecting a budget of about three quar
nity had some very serious prob
ters of a billion dollars."
lems with kids. They had a very high
Haynes is particularly proud that
suicide rate. Because of this, some
the Boys and Girls Clubs are not
one had, out of compassion, started
"provincial" or power hungry.
a 'memorial wall' in the school
"We have a lot of collaboration
where they put up the pictures of the
with YMCAs, and I am really hap
kids who had committed suicide.
py about that We will work togeth
"In any given year, there would
er with anybody A lot of groups are
be anywhere from one to two, to
'too proud' to work with anybody
three to four kids committing sui
else."
cide, and their pictures would go up
Haynes returned to Maine from
on that wall. Four years ago, we
New York in 1992 as head of Con
started a Boys and Girls Club there
sumers
Water
There haven't been
Company. The
any since we
opened." He looks
company recently
A survey
was purchased by
at the questioner
a Philadelphia
with wide eyes and
conducted of club
business, and has
a proud smile. His
shut down its
expression asks if
alumni showed 52
he has made his
Maine
office.
Haynes
chose
to
sale.
percent responded
Haynes is mar
retire, and now
affirmatively
ried to the former
does some con
sulting on his own
Judy
Bates
when asked if the
(UMaine '61 as
with private cli
well) and they have
ents
club involvement
three grown chil
"People ask me
dren- Jeff '86, Tim,
what I do nowa
had "any role in
and Chris. Haynes
days since I fin
ished with Con
needs statistics
saving your life."
when he meets
sumers I say,
with corporate giv
'What I damn
ers, federal government representa
please1'"
tives, and foundation individuals.
There are Boys and Girls Clubs
He has many arrows in his numbers
locations in Maine at South Port
quiver.
land, Portland, Auburn, and a new
"We serve three million kids a
facility in Waterville. He says the
year in all our chapters," he says. "In
challenges facing Maine kids are of
the past 10 years, the number of kids
ten different from those facing kids
served went from one million to
served by other clubs nationwide.
three million We are doing more
The 2,300 clubs nationwide often
with housing projects now. We now
deal with such serious problems as
have 300 clubs in housing projects.
drug use, teen pregnancy, family is
"Last year, we continued remark
sues, and avoiding crime
able growth. We added five clubs a
"One program we have that has
year in different states. We opened
been successful of late is 'Project
260 clubs last year .In 1997, the ag
Learn ' We have computer centers in
gregate budgets of all the clubs in
lots of our clubs. We have received
the national organization was a lit
grant funding to work to improve
tle over half a billion dollars The
kids' grade point averages. We mon
year 2001, it looks like we are pro
itor the success of these programs,"
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says Haynes, putting on his CEO
hat, and "the kids monitored im
proved an average of 11 percent in
grades "
Haynes' official title is chairman
of the board There are 40 directors
nationwide, geographically distrib
uted across the country. The nation
al offices have a total of 170 staff peo
ple Fundraising is a significant part
of Haynes' job Private donations
make up much of the revenue. Fed
eral government grants from the Bu
reau of Justice totaled $40 million
this past year. The national Boys and
Girls Club organization makes it a
point to send money back to the lo
cal clubs. The United Way has al
ways been a significant provider of
funds to the organization
Haynes is scheduled to speak to
a group that evening He is warm
ing up for the occasion.
"I want you to remember these
numbers," he says in dramatic, pro
fessorial fashion. "Three, 15, and 45
There are three million kids that we
serve We are very proud of that
There are 15 million kids in the age
group we serve—six through 18—
who are defined as 'disadvantaged '
And, there are 45 million kids in that
age group, regardless of economic
circumstances. We don't just serve
disadvantaged kids We can't.
"We have some good debates at
the board meetings about priorities,
and what kids we can serve Our slo
gan is, 'the Boys and Girls Clubs—
it's more than just a place to go, it's
a place to grow'"
Haynes says a survey conducted
of club alumni by pollster Louis
Harris showed 52 percent respond
ed affirmatively when asked if the
club involvement had "any role in
saving your life."
"That kind of response just kind
of blows your mind," Haynes says,
"to know you are having that kind
of impact on peoples' lives really
makes a difference "

Alumni Newsmakers
Erin Crowley '91
played role in
Columbine coverage
On the day that Columbine High
School in Littleton, Colorado, came
under siege by two armed students,
much of the nation tuned in to CNN
and watched the horror live from
their living rooms.
The coverage provided by CNN
came directly from KUSA-TV in
Denver A key person behind that
station's coverage was Erin Crow
ley '91.
Crowley, who worked for a time
at WLBZ-TV in Bangor, is a produc
er at the popular Denver station and
was in the newsroom at 11 a.m.
when police scanner traffic alerted
her and others to a problem at the
school
When they heard shots were
fired, the newsroom mobilized and
began sending live trucks to Colum
bine High School, 15 miles away Ten
minutes after the first scanner traf
fic came over the airwaves, phone
calls from students who had fled the
school and from those who were still
inside began to flood the newsroom.
By 1130 a.m., the station had two
anchors on the set and went on the
air live. Crowley was in the news
room fielding phone calls from stu
dents and sending them through to
the anchors who questioned the stu
dents live on the air.
"This was a whole new realm for
us," Crowley said recently during an
interview from the station "The
technology of the cell phones forced
us to make really quick decisions—
decisions that we never had to make
before."
News staffers like Crowley field
ed the calls and tried to ensure the
students were being honest and
make sure those who were trapped
inside the building did not say on

crew watched the live pic
tures being relayed to them
by a news helicopter hover
ing over the school.
"I think it really hit us
when we first got those pic
tures in of the kids running
from that school. The whole
room just went silent. It was
just unbelievable," she said.
(From a story by Renee
Ordway, courtesy of the
Bangor Daily News)

Austin Wilkins '26
remembers the
Lindbergh flight

Erin Crowley (photo by Pat Davison).

the air where they were located.
"We certainly didn't want to put
anybody at risk. The last thing we
wanted was for a kid hiding out in
a second floor classroom to reveal
his location on the air," she said.
The station stayed live on the air
throughout the afternoon, and at 5
p.m , Crowley moved from the news
room into the control booth to help
direct the coverage for the evening.
"That's when we really started to
get the information," she recalled.
"The numbers of those dead and in
jured started to come in.'
Crowley stayed in the control
room from 5 p.m. to 9 p.m , when the
news completed 121/2 hours of con
tinuous live coverage.
"This was a horrible story. We
were stunned by it, but you kind of
have to kick into overdrive and just
do your job, which is to get as much
information as quickly as you can,"
she said.
But there were moments when
the newsroom went silent as the

As a young forestry student
in Paris in 1927, Austin
Wilkins '26 had never even
heard of Charles Lindbergh. But as
the great American hero was about
to make history as he completed the
first trans-Atlantic flight, Wilkins
got caught up in the moment and
joined 65,000 others to see
Lindbergh's landing.
The Spirit of St. Louis circled the
airfield three times, then touched
down and was promptly mobbed by
the spectators.
"I didn't get that close, but I
could see him lifted from the plane,"
Wilkins remembers.
As an eyewitness to history,
Wilkins was interviewed for a seg
ment of ABC's, "The Century:
Heaven and Earth" program. The
program aired in March.
Although Wilkins had not antici
pated the historic event, he was de
lighted to be there when it occurred.
"To be in Pans when it happened,
why it was one of the greatest mo
ments of my life," he said. (From a
story by Dave Cheever, courtesy of
the Kennebec Journal.)
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Exploring the Complexity
of Our Intimate Relationships
In her fourth and latest
novel, Midnight

Champagne, highlyacclaimed author
A. Manette Ansay ’87

makes it clear that

marriage is not an
automatic cure for
loneliness.

hen Manette Ansay was
a student at the Univer
sity of Maine, the last
thing she thought she
would ever be doing was
books. In fact, she readily admits
that she was not even a very good
English student at UMaine She was
much more interested in folklore
and oral history
Then one of her faculty mentors,
Sandy Ives, handed her a book of
poems by Alden Nowlen
"I had been complaining to
Sandy about being forced to read
poems in English class," Ansay re
members. "He listened, and without
saying anything to me, handed me
the book and said 'Read this, it's by
a friend of mine. Then tell me you
don't like poetry.' I loved the book,
and secretly began writing poetry
myself."
She kept writing. And when she

W
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writing

developed a muscle disorder that
put her in a wheelchair, she realized
that writing might be a good career
option—one she could manage "sit
ting down " Ansay was in her last
semester—too late to change her
major. She completed her anthropol
ogy degree, but decided on January
1,1988, to start working three hours
a day to develop her writing skills.
Ansay showed enough promise
to get a scholarship to graduate

school at Cornell. After graduating
in 1991, she was offered a one year
wnter-in-residence position at Phil
lips Exeter Academy
By that time, she had completed
her first novel, Vinegar Hill, and was
working on her third book. But she
was receiving no interest in getting
her works published.
"I began to think that I must be
insane," Ansay says. "But, you
know, you write because you love

view, we discussed Ansay's ap
to do it. Certainly, you hope to get
I was in Florida working at a wild
proach to writing, her roots, her
published, but you write for the
life preserve, and I hitchhiked up to
time at UMaine, and her current life
pleasure of it, for the mental health
Maine as sort of a whim. I was look
in New York City as a full-time nov
of it "
ing for somebody who I wanted to
elist:
Then Ansay got a phone call that
settle an old debt with. I ended up
changed her life.
in Orono and ended up crashing on
I know you're not originally from
"It was from the National En
the floor of the Newman Center in a
Maine. How did you end up choos
dowment for the Arts," she vividly
sleeping bag.
ing to attend the university?
recalls. "They said, 'we've been
Well, to be honest, it wasn't planned.
looking for you everywhere. You
Was that in the summer?
have just been awarded a
No, actually it was in Oc
$20,000 NEA grant/ The
tober. I would go out every
day after that, Viking ac
day. The leaves were
Midnight Champagne
cepted my first novel.
changing— it was so beau
And the day after that, I
tiful. I started to talk to peo
By A. Manette Ansay '87
was offered a tenure track
ple who were involved in a
Published by William Morrow
position in the English
bald eagle study program.
department of Vanderbilt
I had a scholarship from
"If you fear loneliness, then marriage is not for
University. It was all very
when I was a music student
you." When Manette Ansay came upon that quote
dramatic, and was all a
that was for music, but it
by Chekhov, she read it aloud to her husband.
result of the NEA grant "
was attached to me to use
"That's terrible," he said. Then he laughed "And it's
Currently, Ansay has a
as I pleased. So I enrolled
absolutely
true."
contract for two more
at UMaine that spring.
"The great myth about marriage is that it's a cure
books with her publisher,
for loneliness," Ansay says. "But even when you
William Morrow. Her first
So you were originally in
know someone intimately, love them deeply, you
three books have received
terested in studying mu
eventually encounter black holes—silences, ab
positive reviews from
sic?
sences, secrets Marriage, rather than curing
critics and she was called
Yes. I started playing piano
loneliness, can become a mirror that reflects it.
one of the top 10 "new
when I was two years old
Fortunately, the same mirror is capable of other
faces of fiction—novelists
and was heading in that
reflections as well—passion, humor, astonishment,
who are changing the
direction for a career. I had
joy."
way we see the world,"
been a piano performance
In Midnight Champagne, Ansay explores all the
by the Utne Reader
major at the Peabody Con
emotions that are involved with marriage and
All indications are that
servatory in Baltimore
families. The story's primary characters, April and
her latest novel, Midnight
Caleb, have known each other only a few months.
Champagne, will also meet
Why did you leave?
Their Valentine's Day wedding at the less-thanwith success. A review in
I was having increasing
reverent Great Lakes Chapel has both families in an
the Oxford Reader begins:
problems with my arms. I
uproar. As the festivities unfold (and the cash bar
"Each time I read A.
didn't yet know that this
opens), everyone has a lively opinion about April
Manette Ansay's stories, I
was a harbinger of things to
and Caleb's union—an opinion reflecting their own
am reminded of the admi
come. It was the beginning
marital experiences.
rable notion that simplic
of my muscle disorder. So,
Meanwhile at the attached Hideaway Lodge, a
ity is the most elegant stoI had to give up the piano
domestic quarrel ends in tragedy. While April and
ry-telling device. Mid
and I really floundered for
Caleb's life together is beginning, death parts
night Champagne is typical
a while. My early 20s were
another man and woman through angry violence.
of her ability to get in
kind of a wild ride. Lots of
The man, in denial of what has happened, joins the
there, tell the story, and
disappointments.
wedding supper, posing as a legitimate guest; as the
get out. You can't ask for
two stories gradually intersect, their juxtaposition
more as a reader; it is only
Were those related to your
later when you sit back
explores the tangled roots of vulnerability and
medical condition?
desire.
that you marvel."
In the following inter
I was in denial. I was hav-
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was disabled, which was horrible
ing a lot of trouble with inflamma
The only positive thing was that I
tion in my arms and legs. I was fall
met my husband, Jake Smith, at that
ing down a lot, but I wasn't telling
time.
anybody. It's sort of amazing, how
long you can go on in denial. Then I
On to your writing. I know that
read Planet of the Blind by this blind
your novels deal with human rela
poet. It's a memoir about growing
tionships. How do your novels de
up blind and pretending that you're
velop?
not. He had some limited vision, and
his mother insisted that he not have
Usually for me, novels develop
a cane, not have a dog. He did ev
when I see something where there's
a situation where everybody agrees
erything. He even rode bikes. And
that it is one thing,
he always had lots of
but they all know
broken bones and
"When you write,
it's really something
bruises. It's sort of
amazing what you
you don't want to else I'm interested
can do, and just how
in the politics of
be complaining.
much you can need
memory, especially
lessly suffer until you
as it operates within
You want to be
accept what's going
families There are
on.
stories that, as a
open, curious,
family or a small
fascinated, even
And that happened
town, we all agree to
to you while you
tell to outsiders. But
with your
were at UMaine?
if you break us
Yes. It got to that meanest character." apart, take us aside,
point. I took a year of
we all have a differ
medical leave and
ent version of the
came back in a wheelchair
event in question I guess my nov
els arise out of the tension between
It must have been hard getting
the stories we're supposed to tell,
around campus at that time?
and the ones that we all know are
It was horrible Absolutely horrible.
true.
Before I became disabled, my
UMaine experience was wonderful.
Does all that come from personal
I walked everywhere I loved the
experiences?
campus and my classes. I especially
Sometimes those situations come
enjoyed the Northeast Archives.
from personal experiences, but not
When I came back in a wheelchair, I
always People often ask if my nov
couldn't get to the archives I missed
els are true I say that they're always
a lot of classes There was a class I
true, they just aren't necessarily fac
really wanted to take, but it was on
tual
the fourth floor and they wouldn't
move it for me. Of course, it was also
Your novels are also usually set in
the time of AIDS, and lots of stu
small towns. Is that your back
dents thought I had AIDS and
ground?
wouldn't sit next to me. It was real
I grew up in a small town in Wis
ly frustrating. I was isolated from
consin, and although I live in New
everything I had enjoyed before So
York City now, I've spent most of my
I really had two distinct experienc
life in small towns. Most of my work
es at the university. Before I was disis set in the Midwest, although some
abled, which was great, and after I
is set in Maine and Nashville I'm
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really interested in how the physi
cal environment we come of age
in— when we are first asking the big
questions about god, and life, and
death—how that physical landscape
shapes our answers to those ques
tions Growing up in the flat, open
expanse of the Midwest will shape
you differently from growing up in
New York City, or in the mountains,
or with the expanse of the ocean be
side you.

Do you still teach or are you writ
ing full time now?
I'm very fortunate to be able to write
full time now I taught at Vanderbilt
for four years and, if something in
teresting came along, I would do
some visiting teaching.

How much difference has it made
to be able to write full time?
It's made a lot of difference In part
that's because academia involves a
routine, which for me at least, did
not free my creativity, but really sti
fled it. There is a lot of misery in ac
ademia that I really don't under
stand. People are well-paid and not
that badly overworked But still,
there is a kind of bitterness that
spreads that I don't understand I
was starting to catch it When you
write, you don't want to be com
plaining. You want to be open, curi
ous, fascinated, even with your
meanest character.
Do you have something in mind for
your next novel?
I'm not sure The next book I'm writ
ing is actually a memoir, so I'll be
going back to Wisconsin, so-tospeak. After that I'm going to write
a novel that will be set in Maine. I
already have a pretty good idea
about that. In the long run, I'll prob
ably set a story in New York City
I'm not sure yet It usually takes a
few years for a place to catch up with
me and appear in my books

Making our High Schools Better:

How Parents and Teachers Can
Work Together
Anne Wescott Dodd '61, '94G and
Jean L. Konzal
St. Martin's Press, New York, 1999
With teaching
experience
ranging from
Maine to Cali
fornia, rural
New Hamp
shire, innercity New York
Anne Wescott Dodd
and Jean L. Konzal
and Tucson,
and in colleges
and universities, these two authors
came to realize the importance of
parents to the success of schools, and
yet they found little in the research
on how and why (or why not) par
ents participate in secondary school
education. This groundbreaking
book, intended for parents, educa
tors, and community members who
are committed to school improve
ment, presents qualitative case stud
ies conducted in two small-town
New England high schools.
Even though reformers argue
that parents must become more in
volved with schools, most parents of
high school students remain outside
the schoolhouse doors. Teachers,
who view themselves as experts on
teaching and learning, often see par
ents as problems or critics, and are
happy to keep them at a distance.
Actually, teachers (as professionals
and parents) often have competing
and contradictory roles, and among
parents, there is a wide range of in
fluences on their perception of the
goals of education. Misunderstand
ing or a lack of information, as this
book reveals, often underlies the dif
ficulties that school communities
face in addressing education needs.
Using in-depth interviews to give
faces and voices to both sides, Mak
ing Our High Schools Better clearly

Making
Our
High
Schools
Better

and sensitively goes beyond this
analysis to offer us—as parents,
teachers, students, and members of
the community—concrete sugges
tions for parent involvement, and for
building better relationships aimed
at improving secondary school edu
cation.

The American Marathon

by Pamela Cooper '95
Syracuse University, 1998
After its initial
introduction at
the 1896 Olympic Games in
Greece,
the
modern mara
thon caught on
quickly, travel
ing to America,
where the first U.S. marathon, a 25mile footrace from Connecticut to
the Bronx, was held the same year.
This was followed by the granddad
dy of the sport, the Boston Mara
thon. Cooper, a historical advisor for
Runner's World, emphasizes the so
cial significance of the marathon.
In the late 19th and early 20th
centuries, upper-class athletes dom
inated more rarefied track and field
events, leaving the marathon to the
working classes and, increasingly, to
ethnic groups who could compete
on equal terms. The 1970s saw both
the increasing gentrification of the
sport and a rise in the number of
women bucking prohibitions
against their participation. Cooper
also looks at the politicking of Amer
ican Germans and Jews over the
1936 Olympics, marathoning as a
Cold War propaganda tool, and oth
er topics. This comprehensive vol
ume—heavy on sociology as well as
athletics—contains everything you
ever wanted to know about mara
thons, and also things you might
never have thought to ask.
^ftKchLc.a.n
"M'lci+i.ci-tltxrit.

Pain

on

Their Faces:

Testimonies on the Paper Mill Strike,
Jay, Maine 1987-1988 by the Jay-Liv
ermore Falls Working Class History
Project.
Coordinated by Peter Kellman '67
Apex Press, New York, 1998
Local 14 of
the United Pa
perworkers International
Union struck
International
Paper Compa
ny's
An
droscoggin Mill
in Jay, Maine, in
June 1987. The
strike of 1,200 workers ended 16
months later in October 1988, has
had lasting repercussions in the
community, and in the vivid words
of these stories, permanently
changed the lives of most of the par
ticipants. In these voices of mill em
ployees, many of whom were third
and fourth generation skilled work
ers, you hear anger, disappointment,
heartache, pride, political awaken
ing, and personal growth.
The complex and persistent is
sues arising throughout the strike—
negotiations, picketing, loss of in
come, replacement workers, rela
tionships with the company, the in
ternational union, and the town of
Jay—transformed for many people
the difficult and bitter emotions into
actions—public speaking, organiz
ing, community food banks, and,
significantly, new appreciation and
respect for fellow workers.
Peter Kellman '67 gathered about
40 of their experiences into this book
to offer insight into what people
actually felt—you'll get a glimpse
of the details behind the dispute,
but more clearly, you'll get an
honest, passionate picture of the
human drama.
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Maybe You Can Go Home Again
A former New York Times reporter and Chicago Tribune associate

editor reflects on his decision to retire to his hometown of Lincoln.
By Douglas E. Kneeland ’53
ou can go home
again. Not every
one wants to, of
course, and not
everyone has left. But it is a
given in this restless land
that a lot of us will leave our
roots to chase some dream.
Of those, more than a few
will share the fantasy that
when they retire they will
return to the place where
they grew up.
I say "fantasy" because I
suspect for most of us it is
just that, a passing thought,
perhaps recurring, that we
dismiss in our more rational
moments. That's how it was
for me from 1947, when I
graduated from high school
in this small Maine town
and left to join the Army,
until I moved back in 1993.
In 1989, when I was
working as an editor at The Chicago
Tribune, my first wife, Anne, died of
cancer. Without Anne, I was not anx
ious to stop working (and couldn't
imagine leaving the newspaper
business, anyway). But I didn't want
to live out my life alone in a Chica
go high-rise, either.
Three years later, I had a bout of
my own with cancer. After surgery
I came out clean, but it focused my
attention on whatever future I was
lucky enough to have. I decided to
come back to where I was born. My
four grown children were scattered

Y
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around the country, but in our many
moves, a cabin here on a lake, the
Little Narrows, was a piece of home
to them, too.
I took early retirement and
bought a 15-year-old, three-bed
room, three-bathroom raised ranch
on a pleasant street carved out of
what was woods and pasture when
I was a boy. The price, $77,000, pro
vided a pleasing jolt of reverse stick
er shock. For another $25,000,1 con
verted the heating system from elec
tricity to oil, had the place recarpet
ed and painted inside and out. Two

carpenter-painters, who
have become my friends and
frequent helpers, cost me
about $20 an hour apiece.
More reverse sticker shock
Most of my friends in
Boston, New York, Washing
ton, Chicago, San Francisco,
and other self-styled centers
of the universe are not sur
prised to find that I have
moved back to Maine. They
know that is a thing some
very respectable folks do
when they retire. Then they
ask me where I'm living
And when I tell them, they
start to nod and beam and
then they look puzzled. Ken
nebunkport and Bar Harbor
they've heard of. But not this
place
Let me tell you a bit about
Lincoln. This is not picturepostcard Maine, with its
rockbound coast and ski resorts. It
is part of what people here proudly
call the "real Maine," a gritty mill
town of 5,000 or so residents on the
banks of the Penobscot River, rough
ly 45 miles up Interstate 95 from
Bangor With its 14 lakes and hills
covered with fir and hardwood for
ests, it is attractive enough to make
its residents, on all but the worst
days, ignore the acrid smoke that
sometimes emanates from the Lin
coln Pulp and Paper Company's
mill.
Thankfully, no one here asks why

I moved back. They may want to
columns ever since, along with the
know if I'm enjoying it, but they
editorials. Every Wednesday, I pitch
would be surprised if I said any
in and help put the News to bed
thing but yes. And why not? Most
The paper's modest, one-story
of them never saw much reason for
red frame office on West Broadway
anyone to leave.
is a far cry from the places I worked
I haven't done an actual head
in New York and Chicago. But the
count, but I suspect that more than
noisy give-and-take among staffers,
half of the 40-odd surviving mem
the clatter of presses, and the smell
bers of my Mattanawcook Academy
of ink all assure me that I am still
graduating class still live in these
part of a world that matters to me. I
parts. A good many of them I bump
am involved in other things, too. I
into at the Shop &
am a citizen repre
Save, Steaks & Stuff,
sentative on the
Wal-Mart, Rite-Aid,
school
district's
"Maybe that is
the post office, or the
steering committee. I
town office, where I
have helped the high
enough: to be
know every employ
school alumni raise
ee by name.
recognized and
money for a memo
There aren't many
rial marker and
to be someone
days when I don't
scholarship for one
meet some of the
of our own, Master
who does
dozens of others I
Sergeant Gary Gor
went to high school
don, who was post
with or played ball something, who
humously awarded
with, or the grown
a Medal of Honor for
still has a real
children of people I
helping rescue the
knew back then.
crew
of a helicopter
life in a real
There are still quite a
downed in Somalia.
few older acquain
And for the last two
town."
tances left who are
years, I was chair
contemporaries of
man of the commit
my 90-year-old mother, who has
tee that raises money and books the
lived with me since I moved back.
entertainment for Lincoln's annual
A couple of years ago, I became
four-day July festival.
reacquainted with Barbara Jordan
There are, of course, downsides
Lees, a widowed friend from high
to small-town life. If I were a "re
school, the younger sister of a wom
tired" retiree, I might be hardan who had been my classmate.
pressed to amuse myself. There is
Now we're married. Barbara had
one golf course and a second under
been living in Florida, but I persuad
development, but I don't play the
ed her to return here. It's a matter of
game. Hunting, fishing, snowmobilpride that we have not yet been back
ing, skiing, boating, and hiking do
to Florida, although a considerable
not appeal to me.
contingent from this area flees there
The three-times-a-week lunches
after the first frost sets in.
at the Silver Spoons don't attract me
When I settled here, the publish
either. But the food is good enough
er of the weekly Lincoln News, Sheila
at the church suppers to make them
Tenggren, nagged me to write a col
an occasional ecumenical diversion.
umn. I kept telling her she could not
There isn't a movie theater or a
afford me. I was right, but four years
bowling alley within about 35 miles.
ago I agreed and have been writing
And you are not likely to be engaged

in any lengthy conversations on Bos
nia, Iraq, the Russian economy, or
even the recent impeachment
events. Social discourse, as in most
small towns, runs mostly to the
weather, local gossip, and high
school and college sports—although
no one hesitates to stop me and talk
about a column I've written, wheth
er it was about our ongoing local
war with mice or my own adven
tures in cyberspace. At The New York
Times and The Chicago Tribune, I sel
dom met anyone who could put my
face and my byline together.
When I moved back to Lincoln, I
was probably known better as
Dougie Kneeland, a once fairly de
cent high school athlete, than for
anything I had done since. Now, I'm
The Guy Who Writes That Column.
And sometimes it is as if I'd never
left.
Maybe that is enough: to be rec
ognized and to be someone who
does something, who still has a real
life in a real town. When I think
about it, my life today is probably
not so different from what it might
have been if I had never left Lincoln.
Why did I come back?
Because I remember the streets
and who lived in the houses and
where almost every pothole was. Be
cause I know the back roads, where
they go and where they come out.
Because the lakes and streams are
where they always were and I don't
have to learn new names and new
places. Because four generations of
my family are buried in the ceme
tery on West Broadway.
Because I'm from here. And here
is not a bad place.

This article originally appeared in the
March 21 edition of the New York
Times. Doug Kneeland currently
serves as a member of the General
Alumni Association Board of Directors.
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October 15 -17
The University of Maine invites you to come back and renew old friendships. Join us for all the Homecoming festivities, browse 1
Annual Craft Fair, create the prize-winning picnic at the Tailgate Party, then get together with your classmates at the Reunion Ca

Stay for the Xjratho !
UMaine Football vs. Massachusetts
Men’s Ice Hockey vs. Minnesota
Women’s Soccer vs. Delaware & Towson
Women’s Volleyball vs. Delaware & Towson
Stay for the yxGlJ :

On Sunday, Felt Brook Course in Holden welcomes MAINE alumni and friends.
Fun tournaments on the scenic golf and mini-golf course topped off with a BBQ.
Go-Carts and a video arcade will keep everyone in the family happy!
A limited number of tickets have been set aside for the Alumni Association for the
Saturday afternoon football game and for the Saturday night and Sunday afternoon MAINE Hockey games.

ncaa Hecfyetf

1999

Come see the UMaine Black Bear Hockey team unfurl its NCAA Championship Banner!

For Ticket and Game information call:

1-207-581-BEAR

The Alumni Association welcomes you to meet with classmates, renew old friendships, and feast on Pat’s
Reunion Cafe immediately after the football game in Wells Conference Center.

Pizza at our

Join us for a rousing time to cheer!
Make your reservations at one of these hotels that offer discounts to MAINE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBERS.
A limited number of rooms have been reserved at each hotel, so reserve your room early.
Don’t forget to mention that you are a member of the

University of Maine Alumni Association!
BLACK BEAR BEST WESTERN
4 Godfrey Drive, Orono, ME 04473
1-207-866-7120

COMFORT INN
750 Hogan Rd., Bangor, Me 04401
1-207-942-7899

HAMPTON INN
10 Bangor Mall Blvd., Bangor, ME 04401
1-207-990-4000

COUNTRY INN AT THE MALL
936 Stillwater Ave., Bangor, ME 04401
1-207-941-0200 or 1-800-244-3961

UNIVERSITY MOTOR INN
5 College Ave., Orono, ME 04473
1-207-866-4921 or 1-800-321-4921

The University of Maine
Alumni Association

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

ANNUAL ♦ ALUMNI ♦ FUND

The Annual Alumni Fund —
your umbrella for giving to the
“college of our hearts always”

Goal
$2,000,000

$1,750,000

$1,500,000

$1,250,000

$1,000,000

$750,000

$500,000

$250,000

t the university of maine, our students and faculty reach for
excellence every day. Whether it is a high academic honor, or a hard-won
athletic achievement, the accomplishments of our students and faculty are
a source of pride for us all.
Since the General Alumni Association Board created the Annual Alumni
Fund in 1961, thousands of alumni have contributed many millions of dollars in
restricted and unrestricted gifts to the University. Each year, alumni and friends of
the University contribute nearly $2 million in annual support. Through May 31,
1999, annual gifts total more than $1.6 million from more than 10,000 individu
als keeping us on track for another successful campaign. If you have not yet made
your annual gift, we invite you to participate before our fiscal year ends June 30.
Designated gifts to areas across campus are particularly strong, and are
running significantly ahead of last year. The Annual Alumni Fund is your
umbrella for giving to any area of campus, and as always, alumni and friends may
write one check for your college, department, team, or dues. One hundred
percent of the money raised by the Association for designated purposes is paid
over to the University.
Non-designated gifts advance the work of the General Alumni Association
and enable us to advocate for MAINE with the legislature, help to build
enrollment, and raise designated gifts on behalf of the University. As we do more
for the University, the case has never been stronger for supporting your
independent association through non-designated gifts to the Annual Alumni
Fund and active membership.
We currently have more than 5,5OO individual members and over 1,000
alumni couples who are dues-paid members, including nearly 700 decade
members. We are also pleased to provide complimentary one-year memberships
for all new University of Maine graduates. With the addition of the Class of 1999
to our ranks, Alumni Association members total over 9,275. We are constantly
working to enhance member benefits, which include subscription to all alumni
publications.
We often say that dues-paid membership and a contribution to the Annual
Alumni Fund are a winning combination. We applaud all of our members and
contributors — your loyalty and commitment to the University of Maine is
warmly appreciated.

A

University of Maine Annual Alumni Fund
P.O. Box 550, Orono, Maine 04473-0550
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